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NEWS & OPINIONS

SOUTH BEACH BUILDING ASTIR?
Things may be finally happening in the “South
Beach” building at 221 Duckworth Street (formerly
Word Play). Council approved a discretionary use
application, filed by Beaton Sheppard, Architect, to
convert part of the main floor of the iconic white,
pink, and aqua stucco building “from Commercial
Use into a Dwelling Unit.”
DEWCOR ISN’T GETTING
WHAT IT WANTS
Accusations are flying around as DewCor
levels that age old appeal of “it’s not fair”
that the city expects DewCor to pay for all
the west end infrastructure upgrades that
the city says are made necessary solely due
to DewCor’s own Galway development. The
city maintains that it used public money in
the east end around Stavanger Drive and
Dobbin’s developments because they were
needed anyway. The City Manager says where
it stands right now, is that the city will not
release a building permit for the new Costco
in the Galway development until “conditions
are met with respect to infrastructure, traffic,
and underground infrastructure,” but “the
developer” (Danny Williams/Dewcor) is asking
the city to “reconsider.” The City Manager
and the mayor both indicated that allowing
building (by issuing a permit) to happen
“parallel” to the infrastructure upgrades, as
opposed to issuing it only after the upgrades,
would open the city up to liability.
BASKETBALL AT MILE ONE
Mayor O’Keefe, who can “reach the net with the
ball and by jumping” is “very comfortable” with
a deal now in place to bring a basketball team
in as an anchor tenant to Mile One ... Cllr Hann,
who admits he “cannot reach the hoop,” and
has little knowledge of basketball, would still
like to point out that this deal will not affect the
subsidy [the city gives Mile One] in any way. He
says if this is successful, the subsidy may go
down ... What the deal does not tell us, yet, is the
name of the team. But given that all the National
Basketball League of Canada teams sound like
weather channel x-men (Riptide, Lightning,
Hurricanes, Storm), I’m not getting my hopes
up for the “St. John’s Corner Boys.” There will
be 20 guaranteed games at Mile One in the
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2017-2018 season, with the possibility of up to
10 play-off games. The CEO of St. John’s Sports
& Entertainment (SJSE), Sheena McCrate, says
the deal is for 5 years and both SJSE and council
believe this is a sort of harbinger for signing a
hockey team again in the next couple of years.
I.J. SAMSON PROPERTY:
WE HAVE COME FULL CIRCLE …
AROUND THE SUN
One year ago, council discussed possible tax
revenue from the IJ Samson school property at
50 Bennett Avenue, that the province had sold
to a developer. Puddister […] inquired how and
when the city could do an assessment of the
IJ Samson school property that the provincial
government sold for 189,000 to a company who
is now trying to sell it for 1.89 million (which, to
be fair, includes demolition and any necessary
remediation) ... Today, council approved a
request from the developer (Bill Clarke of

Powderhouse Hill Investments) to rezone a
portion of the property from Institutional to
Residential Medium Density to allow for twenty
townhouses, along with the 58 proposed
seniors apartments that would already have
been allowed under institutional zoning. So. That
sounds like it should assess for more than 189
thousand.
WHY HEAVY TREE ROAD IS CLOSED;
FOR FARMERS ONLY
Since the province will (in theory) eventually
extend the Team Gushue Highway down over
this road, the city does not want to waste
money fixing it up. It will be henceforth used
for farm equipment only, with anyone else
using it “at their own risk.”
Notes from the Rafters is a weekly online column
on TheOvercast.ca, for which Emily Deming
recaps each week's city council meeting.
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Letter to the Editor

Can We Make More Money
from Groundfish? Another
$2 Million Investigates

A Better Use of
the Colonial
Building

BY CHAD PELLEY

As it stands, our province's wild fishery is broken down into 3
categories: Shellfish (mainly snow crab and shrimp), Groundfish
(mainly turbot and cod), and Pelagics (mainly caplin and herring).
Of these three, Shellfish is king, accounting for $568 million in landed
value in 2016, where Groundish landed $118 million, and Pelagics $21
million (stats from Seafood Industry Year in Review 2016).

BY KATRINA TALIANA

start asking what is going on with it.
I do understand the historical significance of the
building, and think a political museum is a
good idea. However, I feel a better use
of this space would be to convert
it into a fully accessible library.
What St. John's lacks, that many
cities of its size have, is a library
in the downtown area. I believe
this location is a perfect place for a
library due to its vicinity to the popular
Bannerman Park, many schools, tourist
attractions, and it is on a bus route.
The building which is of significant historical
value can still show off the political history,
while the space itself can be used as a
library. This can be done by having it in and
amongst the library exhibits, displays, or
plaques to honour the historical importance

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
HELP YOURSELF WHILE HELPING
OTHERS
Make a positive impact by helping
families solve their financial
problems. Start part-time.
You determine your hours and
compensation potential.
For more information call
709-769-1586
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of the site.
A well
designed
library/museum
could easily draw
all types of folks
from students, elders,
families, and even tourists.
Our public libraries would be
better attended if we actually put money
into making them easy to access. Make our
downtown library an enjoyable landmark in
our community. Make it a place people look
at in awe and become inspired by. Make it a
thriving hub instead of a strip mall
cast away. We can make our
libraries worthwhile to visit by
combining the beauty, history,
and needed social amenities
in this space, the Colonial
Building.
Who's with me on this one?
Take pride St. John's and stand up
for your public spaces. I want my children
to remember the library as a beautiful
fortress of knowledge. We deserve to have
a downtown library that we can be proud of.
Let's put value, history, and beauty back into
our libraries because they are worthwhile.
Libraries do mean something to our
community. I'd vote for that.

That is to say, shellfish accounted for 80.2% of our wild fishery's landed value in 2016.
Surely, we could be milking more from our groundfish industry? After all, it includes the
fish we're best known for, cod, as well as other household names, and plentiful fish like
turbot and flounder (granted they're a harder sale for fish mongers, but nothing a little
marketing can't fix). Gearing up to gain more money from groundfish would require a
little help from the government, and they're game for it. In September, they announced
another $2 million dollars for their "Seafood Innovation and Transition Program" in order
to help "the diversification and growth of our seafood industry."
The program is striving to encourage growth in the groundfish fishery, by supporting
harvesters to transition from shellfish to groundfish. The goal is largely to "place
Newfoundland and Labrador in a position to avail of opportunities in the international
marketplace."
Examples of "innovation" the program will financially support includes new, automated
technology for filleting, chilling, portioning, and packaging fish to enhance company
productivity and decrease production costs, so the fruits, or the fish of our labour can
better compete in global marketplaces. A secondary goal of the program focuses on
aquaculture, and doing a better, healthier, more financially viable and environmentally sound
job of it. Aquaculture has become a huge contributor to our economy. There's mention of
investigating live-holding capacity "to address supply chain issues, and seed development."
PHOTOS: WIKIPEDIA.COM

Why isn't the Colonial Building
on Military Road being utilized as
a downtown library space? This
building would be the perfect site
for a downtown public library. The
building currently is being renovated
to house a political interpretation
museum. It has sat empty since at
least 2010 and I think it is time to

The building can
still show off its
political history,
while the space itself
can be used as a
library.

Last year, the program supported 37 projects throughout the province’s seafood
industry. This included 35 grand for the Canadian Centre for Fisheries Innovation's
"Ranched Cod Feeding Optimization" and 55 grand for the Newfoundland Aquaculture
Industry Association to promote its goods to the world. $100,000 is the maximum
a company can receive under the program. So far for 2017-18, applications from 62
projects have been approved for funding, including 85 grand for MUN's "Cleaner Fish
Project" that will tackle the issue of sea lice in aquaculture operations. The Fogo Island
Co-Operative Society received 40 grand to market frozen cod products to Qatar.
Despite the clear mandate of the Seafood Innovation and Transition Program to
stimulate growth in groundfish, it's apparent that not all the money in the fund is
earmarked for the groundfish industry. Badger Bay Mussel Farm has received 50 grand
from this fund, to help market their Organic Mussels in Northeast USA, and HSF Ocean
Products Ltd will get $100,000 to assist them in the on-Shore Processing of Icelandic
Scallops. Maybe the fund isn't getting enough groundfish-based applications?
There is good news in groundfish this year. The volume of groundfish landings increased
20.1% in 2016. To quote Seafood Industry Year in Review 2016, "There was a rise in
landings for nearly all groundfish species. The most notable increases were recorded
for cod and flounders, up 51.9% and 28.0% respectively. This was the result of an
expansion in the northern cod inshore fishery, and higher catches of yellowtail flounder."
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Local
Researcher
Claims
Screening
Mammograms
Cause More
Harm than Good
BY CHAD PELLEY

Dr. Anne Kearney is a professor of
nursing at Memorial University,
and has a clear stance on routine
mammography screenings: we need
to re-evaluate them. They could be
doing more harm than good.

Where'd That $12
Million City Budget
Surplus for 2016
Come From?
BY EMILY DEMING

options, not because of "preventative
mammography screening." In addition to the
radiation risks associated with mammograms
(radiation itself can cause cancer), one form
of harm easily overlooked with regards
to regular breast screenings is what Dr.
Kearney calls “overdiagnosis” and subsequent
“overtreatment.”

She refers to overdiagnosis and
overtreatment as the detection and treatment
Dr. Kearney has been doing critical analysis of
of a breast lesion that wouldn’t have been
breast screening evidence for over 20 years.
picked up without a mammogram, and that
She is also one of the people who started our
likely wouldn’t have posed a health threat
provincial breast screening program when
to the patient. For example, there is
it was launched in January 1996. Her
a chance that a Stage 0 cancer
duties included public education
a mammogram picked up
and recruitment into the
wouldn’t have become a
program.
true cancer, but the woman
is “overtreated” when
The program was launched
Treating all early lesions
with the usual cancer
she receives the same
based on now-outdated
treatments
is
harmful
to
treatment regime as would
research from the 1980s,
women
if
the
lesion
would
a
woman who definitively
and even 70s, and is a
not have caused harm
does have breast cancer.
“population-based” screening
in the long term.
program, meaning it sees
Her argument is that we need
healthy women, aged 50-74, being
to conduct further research into how
screened every 1-2 years.
breast cancer develops in women. Such
Over time, Dr. Kearney became convinced
research could ideally tell us which early
that these “population-based” screenings
lesions are likely to develop into a true case
in Canada (and elsewhere) have gotten
of cancer, and which would remain harmless
it completely wrong. There is no reliable
in a woman’s body, not needing invasive
evidence that screening healthy women of
overtreatment.
a particular age (50-74 in our province) on
a regular basis saves lives, and she adds
Dr. Kearney's stance is clearly at least mildly
that “these conclusions are a result of a
controversial, yet her convictions are in line
critical analysis of systematic reviews by the
with the Cochrane Collaboration and other
Cochrane Collaboration, the highest level of
public health experts in the field. She's
evidence in the world, among other evidence.”
advocating we cease screening of all well
women of a targeted age, and expend our
While it’s true that rates of fatal breast
resources on closely monitoring women with
cancer are significantly lower now, relative
a higher risk of breast cancer. “It is a very
to the decade in which regular screenings
difficult proposition for governments and
were launched in our province, it is generally
breast screening programs to tell women,
after 30 years of screening in some provinces
believed this is because of better treatment
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in Canada, that we got it wrong,” she says,
but it’s looking like we have gotten it wrong.
At the time of this interview, Dr. Kearney had
just returned from an international conference in
Quebec entitled “Preventing Overdiagnosis,” where
there was not only a copy of her own academic
poster on the walls, but several sessions critical
of population-based mammography screening.
The conference was part of a new movement
to decrease unnecessary medical testing and
treatment. In the least, Dr. Kearney says we
must get more comfortable with something
called watchful waiting.“Watchful waiting is now
recommended for very early breast lesions that
may or may not progress into an invasive or true
cancer,” she says. “It is not known with certainty
which early lesions will stop growing, regress,
or develop into a breast cancer that will grow so
slowly that it won't cause harm to the woman
during her lifetime.”
Those kinds of lesions are only picked up with
mammography screening. Treating all early
lesions with the usual cancer treatments
such as mastectomy, lumpectomy, radiation,
and hormonal therapy, is harmful to women
if the lesion would not have caused harm in
the long term. “Women need to understand
that watchful waiting may be the best course
of treatment when a very early breast lesion
is detected by mammography,”she says.
Dr. Kearney is a strong advocate of women
receiving balanced information – in plain
language – regarding the potential harms
and benefits in all program promotional
materials, websites, and consent forms. “I
just [reviewed] all websites of the 12 breast
screening programs in Canada with two
research partners," she says, "and concluded
that no breast screening program website
in Canada is providing adequate balanced
information to allow women to make an
informed decision.”

A budget surplus for 2016 of 12 million
was announced by the City's financial
committee in September. Overall, the
revenue was about what was expected,
and the expenditures were less, which
council attributes to a program review
process that began in 2016. Which
means we should expect to see more
savings in 2017.
IN 2016, THE CITY MADE:
• More money than expected
from property taxes
• Less money than expected on parking
violations and meter smart cards
• Less money than expected on day
camps, swimming lessons etc
(less were sold)
• Less money than expected on
construction permits
• Less money than expected on fines
(because they accidentally budgeted
to include tax from the fines as revenue)
• Less money than expected on rents/
concessions because of vacancies
• More money than expected on
investment interest because they
didn’t know how much interest the
city bank accounts would earn
(that seems like the easiest one to
have predicted accurately. Weird)
IN 2016, THE CITY SPENT:
• Less on salaries, light and power,
materials and supplies in the Waste
and Water Dept.
• Less on contracts and materials in
the roads divisions
• Less on para-transit, street lighting,
and parking metres
You can view the whole report and all
savings/spendings in a PDF on the City's
website, but I suspect any savings on
parking metres in 2016 will be made up
for in 2017 by the wild Cool Hand Luke
metre wrecking streak we are enjoying
downtown. Who could have guessed
plastic metre heads would get knocked
off so frequently? Besides everyone.
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State of the Salmon Address:
She’s Grim B’y

PHOTO: SUBMITTED

BY BADGE

This season was a poor one for the salmon fishery in the province.
Returns have been at record lows, with salmon ladders and
monitoring efforts reporting numbers as low as one fifth of the
historical average.
The suspected reasons for this are manifold:
Increased amounts of glacial ice off the province's coast delays the salmon migration
until later in the season, skewing data sets. River water levels have been at their lowest
points in several years, with the entire Avalon system having been shut down for the
later half of this year’s season. These lower levels make it much harder for salmon to
return to their spawning pools. Water temperatures have also been at record highs.
This causes the salmon to exert more energy upon their travel, increasing their risk
of mortality before completing their journey to spawn. Perhaps most concerning
however, has been an “explosion” of Atlantic striped bass reported in the province's
waterways. Striped bass are normally found as far north as the St. Lawrence River, but
have never been spotted as far as L’Anse au Clair (as they have been this season).
This particular species of striped bass are known to be "indiscriminate feeders,"
meaning that their diet consists of anything they can get their mouths on.
The concerns regarding the striped bass are threefold:
Firstly, striped bass are a species much more accustomed to warm waters, with
their habitat stretching down as south as the Florida Keys. Their presence this far
north suggests warmer temperatures in the province's waters, which is hazardous
for other species, namely northern shrimp.
Secondly, the bass may be feeding on food-supply species such as capelin for
the northern cod. The effects of diminished caplin stocks have been reported in
outbreaks of a zooplankton infection known as blackberry.
Thirdly, the real effects of this species presence will not be felt until the next season:
while adult salmon moving upstream are much too large to be prey to the striped bass,
the smolt (salmon offspring) will make a tasty treat for the bass when they move from
their breeding pools, back out into the Atlantic (where they do most of their growing).
The official line from the Department of Fisheries and Oceans is stoic: it has declared
that in light of the species' appearance, anglers should report all bass that are landed
to the DFO, and to release all caught bass into the water. At this time, the department
has not designated the striped bass as a known threat.
Any major decline in the salmon stocks could be disastrous for the sport fishing and
outfitting industry in the province; this is especially true in Labrador where sport fishing
has long been recognized as some of the best in the world. Poor returns this season could
result in the tarnishing of reputations and consequently lower bookings
for future years.The collaborating effects of warmer waters, lower
water levels, and potential new predators could result in the
closing of the recreational salmon fishery. This year has seen
the premature closure of most of the province's salmon
scheduled rivers due to low runs. It is not clear as of yet
what the situation for next season will be.
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Harris Centre
Recognized for
Their Contribution
to the Economic
Development
of NL
Memorial University’s Harris
Centre of Regional Policy and
Development has two primary
goals: to assist in the responsible
development of the economy
(and society) of Newfoundland
and Labrador, and to stimulate
informed discussion of important
provincial issues. Their work
strives to create "a vibrant
democracy with informed citizens."
There are few if any organisations doing
as much to tell us about us in the province,
and the documents, podcasts, lectures, and
workshops they produce (all available to
read about atmun.ca/harriscentre) are easily
digestible and full of conversation fodder.
Ultimately, The Harris Centre addresses
the needs of our province by acting as a
bridge-builder between Memorial University
researchers, faculty, and students, and important
groups all over Newfoundland and Labrador.
For their sterling reputation, and all their vital,
impressive, collaborative work, MUN's Harris
Centre and Dr. Rob Greenwood took home the
Economic Developers Association of Canada's
President's Award in September, at a gala in
Niagra Falls. The award recognizes leadership
in economic Development.
EDAC's outgoing president said, “In just
13 years, The Harris Centre has become
recognized as the Canadian leader in

mobilizing university research and expertise
to connect with industry, communities, and
governments."
Dr. Greenwood has been at the helm for
all thirteen years of the Harris Centre's
existence. "I’ve moved around a fair bit in my
career, usually getting bored in a job after 3-4
years, but I’ve been at the Harris Centre for
thirteen years now. I’m fortunate that I was
able to build a team from scratch, and all the
people who have worked at the Harris Centre
do so because they have a passion for this
province, and they have a passion for the role
the university can play in its development."
He says, "We all know we are facing many
challenges as the economy and society and
environment adapt and evolve, but that’s
just more reason to roll up our sleeves and
work with community leaders, business and
labour, and all orders of government to help
the place we love."
Thirteen years in a fast-paced job is a long
haul. Highlights for Dr. Greenwood have
been manifold, he says, but adds "Bojan
Furst has struck gold with our Rural Routes
series, Vital Signs has quickly become a
provincial institution, and our Population
Project is tackling difficult but fundamentally
important issues for the future of our
province."
Those are some of the Centre's newest
endeavours, he acknowledges. "It’s easy to
be enamoured only with new stuff – T-Rex
Syndrome: you only see it if it moves. I’m
a big fan of if it works, keep doing it. Our
public policy forums led by Mike Clair,
Yaffle, led by Jen Adams, and our Regional
Analytics Lab (RAnLab), led by Dr. Alvin
Simms from the Geography Department, are
all evolving but they are also tried and true
and they keep delivering for the benefit of
this province by unleashing the knowledge
and expertise of our faculty, students, and
staff. Just to mix things up though, we make
sure MUN Buttoned is always different from
my year-to-year."
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GOD GUARD THEE

By-election Blues
It’s the end of an era in
Newfoundland and Labrador politics,
folks. After a decade climbing the
greasy pole of provincial party
politics, Steve Kent is trading it all
in for a plum job managing the
subur- er, city of Mount Pearl.
We salute you, Scoutmaster. We’ll miss
your antics in The House, but we’ll always
have that multi-billion dollar boondoggle in
Labrador to remember you by. Dasvidaniya
and good luck.
The Boy Wonder will be sorely missed, if
only because his empty seat in the House of
Assembly means there will be a by-election that
will force everyone to confront how dysfunctional
our political system actually is right now.
Despite losing one of their higher profile
members, The Tories should probably be
the most enthusiastic about the upcoming
byelection in Mount Pearl North. You would be
hard pressed to find a more true blue district
this side of the Southern Shore. But Kent’s
exit poses a bigger existential problem for the
party; namely, it confirms that nobody seems
to want to lead it.
Kent would never win, of course, but having
people interested in acquiring the title at
least makes it look like it’s worth something.
Interim-ish leader Paul Davis is still of two
minds about whether or not he wants to stage
a comeback after abruptly resigning before a
confidence vote last year, and crown prince
Chesley Crosbie both is and is not officially
running for leader depending on when and
who you ask. Personally, I think Schrödinger’s
Candidacy is exactly the kind of decisive
leadership the province is aching for right now.
If and when the PCs win this seat, it will be
through the sheer power of inertia. On the one
hand, this is not the rousing tour de force that
a government in waiting wants to show barely
two years before a general election. On the
other, the mindless inertia of structural decay
put Dwight Ball in the Premier’s office, so,
maybe the forces blindly pushing us all into
NEWS & OPINIONS

BY DREW BROWN

the void deserve a little more respect.
I don’t know; I’m not a priest.
Speaking of The Liberals: oh dear. Normally
a majority government two years into its first
mandate, while all the key players from the
unpopular government it ousted are still sitting
in opposition, would be a shoe-in to rack up a
couple of by-elections, but there is very little
that’s normal about Team Dwight Ball. They
offer one hell of a package to prospective
candidates: “the governing party is broke and
everyone hates the Premier - get on board with
the Government Side!” But who knows, Randy
Simms might need a nice retirement project.
All of this, of course, is light years ahead of
the poor New Democrats, God love them.
Erstwhile leader Earle McCurdy chose to
resign rather than run in a by-election in his
own district, in case you were wondering
about how well the NDP is holding it together.
No doubt it’s a bittersweet moment for our
long-suffering Dippers; they lost their leader,
but they must also be relieved that he actually
knew when to quit.
It could be a blessing in disguise if it puts
the aggressively lovable Gerry Rogers in the
party driver’s seat, but upgrading the NDP
from a social justice hobby club into a real
contender for political power still seems to
be a Sisyphean task. It would be lovely if they
could get the good people of Mount Pearl
North to feel the proverbial Bern before they
go to the polls, but I would not recommend
that anybody hold their breath.
Did I mention that the province can’t even
legally call an election until they sort out a
way to use special ballots that don’t violate
the Charter of Rights and Freedoms? Yeah
man. This byelection wouldn’t be Peak
Provincial Politics if the mechanism to hold it
wasn’t quite literally broken.

Follow
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Content
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Weekday
@theovercastnl
theovercast.ca

Anyways, the real winners here are the good
people of Mount Pearl. They get the chance to
peer into the crystal ball and tell the rest of us
the precise degree to which everything in the
House of Assembly is shagged up. Bonus if
they actually get a good MHA out of it, too.
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BY FELICITY ROBERTS
Halloween rolls in each year
with its parade of ghosts and
spirits, ranging from the
grotesque to the comical.

population still depended on village healer
women, even as the male medical profession
was emerging in cities.
The henin, a hat in the shape of
a cone or steeple, was a familiar
item at the time. Alewives, women who
brewed beer commercially, had taken a taller
dark version of the hat as a symbol of their
trade, a uniform of sorts, allowing them
to easily stand out and be known on street
corners, markets, or festivals.

While largely stripped of its pagan past, our
subconscious still needs to acknowledge
our mortality in ritual context, celebrate
our connection to the mysteries of life, and
honour those who came before. It's a
party as old as time.
The original trade sign post
We associate
was the alewive's stake,
cats with witches
Prominent among the tropes
a broomstick shoved in
because alewives’
of the spooky season is the
the ground by her gate or
beer was made of
witch. A pointy black hat with
suspended above her front
grain, that attracted
a sooty cauldron to match
door. Most peasants were
mice, that a pet cat
comprise her signature look;
illiterate at that time, so this
could deal
a cat and flying broomstick her
with.
kind of signage was the agreed
entourage. A vaguely evil , almost
upon symbol for "a beer witch lives
exclusively female cliché, she brings
here." Yes, they called them that.
with her spellcraft and weird bubbling
potions. Little thought is generally given to
Beer and ale are made of grain, so mice were an
the origins of this character.
issue. Cats were a must, so they were often an
The witch trope as we know it today is a
direct result of the vilification of alewives and
herbalists, often one and the same, during
the 15th and 16th centuries, as a result of the
Spanish Inquisition.
Before modern systems, beer was usually
safer to drink than water. Women did the
vast majority of the brewing through allbut-relatively-recent history, while the rural

www.storytellingstjohns.ca

A Halloween History Lesson
on Witches and Beer

OCTOBER 10—15, 2017

Alewives

NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR ARTS COUNCIL

alewife's companion at her blackened cauldron
as her beer fermented, and thus produced the
legendary froth of the witch's brew.
Hops are a relatively new ingredient in
beer, replacing the magical , medicinal, and
psychotropic herbs once used in brewing.
These beers were often healing, and produced
psychedelic states. The introduction of hops
quelled this pagan healing brew, and also made
beer last longer, beginning its commodification.
Meanwhile medicines derived from these earlier
healing herbs are commonly used today.
Long story short, the ruling class saw money
to be made in the increasingly profitable fields
of brewing and medicine. They commenced
their transfer to the church and state, out of
the decentralized hands of the innumerable
women scattered across hills and glens who'd
passed these arts down for generations. They
were declared heretics, tortured, and burnt
alive. True story.
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The Surprising
Story of Coleman’s
to be Shared at
National Youth
Forum
BY CHRIS DONALDSON
Clare Coleman is one of two local
teens bound for Ottawa this fall, as
part of the 2017 Young Citizens video
contest. The competition is entwined
with the annual NL Heritage Fairs,
and it challenged youth to shoot a
news-style video that profiled local
history and culture. Clare explored
the story of her family business:
Coleman’s Grocery.
Clare’s video touches on the importance of
local entrepreneurs to the economy, the
rewards of innovative ideas, and “how the
actions of a thief led to the beginning of my
family’s business.”

LocalPlonks
Super Cheap Wine Worth Your Dime
at the NLC BY L.P.
Local Plonks is coming to a conclusion in the new year so it’s time to return
to mandate, discovering the best affordable wines available locally. This
month the all-time best value cheapies on the shelves of the NLC.
J. MOREAU ET FILS VIN BLANC (NLC $13.11) Find it in the France Section
We believe the blend of grapes in the J. Moreau et Fils Vin Blanc changes all the time,
but it usually seems to be primarily Chenin Blanc from the Loire. It’s incredibly variable
(nice way of saying inconsistent?), but usually a drinkable white table wine. The batch (it’s
non-vintage) from which we are sampling offers gooseberry and that especially funky
chestnut honey note. It has well-judged acidity. There’s not much length – okay, there’s
none - but there is a whiff of earthy complexity. It is better than dozens of whites at the
NLC costing five and six times as much.
PERIQUITA (NLC $14.03) Find it in the Portugal Section
Periquita has held the title of the best inexpensive red for many years. It’s a venerable
plonk, the very first wine sold in bottle in Portugal. It’s a mix of Portuguese grapes,
primarily Castelão Frances. There are tart fruit flavours like red current and raspberry,
something smoky, and a subtle aroma of leather. It’s not complex and is reticent on
the nose, so demands a splashy decanting. There were frequent problems with bottle
spoilage with Periquita that have largely been solved by the adoption of a screw cap.
Nothing profound here, but no manufactured notes, quite a reliable drink.

FOOD & DRINK

One day in 1934, a plumber named Arthur
James Coleman was driving home after a
day’s work, and his car broke down. When he
returned to it the next morning, he discovered
someone had stolen the tools of his trade.
Arthur packed up his family and some livestock,
and moved from Glace Bay to Corner Brook,
where he set up a small convenience store. It
was the beginning of an empire.
By the summer of 1950, the Coleman
family started seizing opportunities and
offering services no one had yet offered in
Newfoundland. They opened the first self-

service concept grocery store (so customers
could browse aisles of groceries and choose
what they’d like to buy, as we do these days).
A second store followed, and they started
offering to deliver groceries in a horse and
carriage – something no one else was offering
at this time. Such innovative new services
helped Coleman’s catch on and expand across
the island in the 60s and 70s to places like
Bay Roberts and St. John’s. During this time,
they moved into the restaurant, wholesale,
and clothing industries as well.
According to Clare, outside of national
chains like Sobeys and Dominion, Colemans
remains the largest independent wholesale
food operator in Atlantic Canada. Something
she recognizes the significance of, given the
unique struggles an island faces in importing
and distributing food for its people.“When
Newfoundland joined Canada in 1949 it was
a very poor province,” she says, “yet people
such as Arthur and Maggie Coleman still saw
an opportunity in a small town in Western
Newfoundland. With a population of a little
over 1000 in 1934, there was opportunity
for entrepreneurs to provide products and
services that did not exist at the time.”
Through her project for Young Citizens
2017, Clare says, “I’ve learned that Canada’s
economy was founded primarily by
entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs have helped to
shape the face of Canadian business and our
way of life. My ancestors and the people of
Newfoundland and Labrador and of Canada
are very generous in their work ethic, and in
their optimism for the future.”
Clare will attend Canada’s History Society’s
National Youth Forum this fall, “for a
whirlwind tour of the nation’s capital” and
to join 24 other students from across the
country to explore what heritage means to
today’s youth.

DID YOU KNOW? The Arthur James
Coleman who started the Coleman’s
empire also inspired a clothing company
named after him: Arthur James Clothing
Company? There are two stores, one
in Corner Brook and another in Mt.
Pearl. They call themselves “an active
family retail specialty store,” and sell
mostly outdoor apparel, and brands like
Arc’Teryx, Soloman, Marmot, and Lole,
as well as sporting gear for Cross
Country Skiing, Snowshoeing, and
Canoe/Kayaking.
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Piatto’s Midtown location was turned into
a veritable Iron Chef arena as the two local
chefs battled it out for triumphant toothsome
glory. The heat in the restaurant was palpable;
not just from the speed of cooking, but from
the two roaring pizza ovens the contenders
were using to prep their dishes.
St. John’s is the eighth stop for the Battle
Apps series, hosted by the Underground Chef
Co and sponsored by McCain Foods. The
company is based out of Toronto, helping
soon-to-be-discovered chefs hone their skills
in the kitchen arena. What started off as
small local battles in Montreal, Toronto, and
Ottawa is now going coast-to-coast. “What
city are we in?” yelled Chef Devan Rajkumar
rambunctiously as the Underground Chef
Co representative greeted the audience
and refereed the challenges throughout the
evening. Surrounded by cameras from CBC’s
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Moose sausages and local blueberries were
the secret ingredients the chefs were required
to use in the dishes throughout the evening,
and every round consisted of another surprise
ingredient which came from the McCain
larder. The first of the 20-minute rounds
featured potato bites, followed by cauliflower,
and then pickle spears for the third and final
round. “This is nerve-wracking!” said Kayla
O’Brien, co-owner of Fork and Puddester’s
partner, as she watched him plate up a dish
for the four judges. CBC’s Peter Cowan, Jason
Piercey from Out of the Fog, the Director of
Marketing from McCain Foodservice Greg
Boyer, and Piatto co-owner Kate Vallis had
the daunting task of trying each of the dishes
and awarding points.
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The inventive nature of the dishes was evident
in the challenge, with Puddester putting
up Patatas Bravas with a blueberry moose
sausage ragu and a soft poached egg in the
potato bite round, or the warm cauliflower
salad with blueberry, walnuts, jalapeno and
parmesan cheese McCrowe pumped out
for the second course. “He has to stir in the
butter!” said Nancy Brace from the Restaurant
Association Newfoundland and Labrador as
she watched McCrowe neglect sauce on the
large TV screen in place just for the event.
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On Tuesday, September 12, Chef Kyle
Puddester, heralding from the newly opened
Fork in Witless Bay, went ladle-to-ladle with
Chef Mark McCrowe, Newfoundland’s first
Chopped Canada winner, and a consultant for
the new menu at The Sundance.
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"Smile Mark!” is not something
one would typically hear in the
kitchen stadium, but at Battle Apps,
both mothers-of-the-chefs were
in attendance. Cheering family
and friends stood amongst myriad
video cameras as some majorly
combative cuisine went down.
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Chef Kyle
Puddester Wins
Local Chef Battle

O

Put a Fork in It

live Facebook feed, the beer-downing crowd
repeatedly screamed “St. John’s!”

.org

729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca

HI-FI AUDIO GEAR,
SALES, INSTALLATION,
AND ADVICE
TURNTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, SURROUND SOUND,

HEADPHONES, COMPUTER AUDIO, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS + MORE

WWW.PAULFRECKERAUDIO.COM
info@paulfreckeraudio.com

834-7273

What is Campari Good For?

In the final round, McCrowe was unable to
finish plating his dish, but was given a few
extra seconds to present to the judges. After
three 20-minute rounds, the judges' scores
were tabulated for the three courses and
Puddester squeaked by as the winner with
a score of 264 to McCrowe’s 261. “With the
amount of talented chefs here, why don’t we
do this more often?” said Kate Vallis, who was
thrilled with the turnout and how the evening
transpired. She is encouraged to produce
more Newfoundland chef battles in the future.

Campari is an Italian liqueur made through fusing
uncommon herbs and fruit with alcohol.
It's a secret recipe of more than 20 ingredients that yields a dark red and bitter spirit,
known primarily for its use in one classic cocktail, The Negroni (gin, Campari, and
sweet vermouth), or for its use in a spritiz made by mixing Campari with soda water
or Prosecco. It's named after the man who invented it in 1860, Gaspare Campari. He
dyed it red using carmine dye derived from crushed cochineal insects, but modern
consumers were eeked out by that, so now it's synthetic colouration. The bitterness
of Campari can be your best friend as a cocktail master, once you
recognize balance is to cocktails what Jesus is to Christians. Just
remember, a little goes a long way. For example, convert a mimosa in
to a Campari Mimosa with a dash of Camapri to taste! (That's orange
juice, champagne, and a splash of Campari). Here's two more:

Expect (and hope) for more local chef battles
in here in St. John’s.
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BLOOD ORANGE GIN FIZZ
Shake 1 and 1/2 ounces gin, 1/2 ounce of Campari, 1 sprig of rosemary leaves, 3 ounces of fresh squeezed blood orange juice, and 4-5
dashes orange bitters. Add 1-2 ounces club soda, and garnish it with
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orange peel and more rosemary.
CAMPARI MILANO
Prepare, in this order, in an ice-filled glass: 3 parts Prosecco, 1 part
elderflower syrup, 1 part Campari, and 5 mint leaves. Stir gently.
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BY CHRIS DONALDSON
Food First NL exists to ensure
access to adequate, healthy food
for all Newfoundlanders and
Labradorians, despite geographic
or financial barriers to accessing
adequate and healthy food.
It's not an easy feat in a province that relies
so heavily on the outside world for its food
-- 90% of our vegetables are imported -- or
in a province where so many communities
don't even have a proper grocery store. For
every 10,000 people in our province, there
are 14 fast food stores, 8 corner stores, but 3
grocery stores.
As an example of the work Food First
NL does, in 2015, they spearheaded a
collaborative effort "The Healthy Corner
Stores NL Project," in an effort to "make it
good business sense for corner stores to
improve their selection of quality, affordable,
healthier, and local food."
As Food First NL's executive director Kristie
Jameson tells us, "Our province faces unique
challenges around food security – we import
a high percentage of our food, we live in a
geographically remote part of the country,
and we face particular challenges related to
sea and air transport of food. According to
the latest Census data, NL saw significant
drops in both the number of farms (by ⅕) and
number of farm operators (by ¼) between
2011 and 2016."
A recent survey of food security in
Nunatsiavut found that nearly 60% of
households along Labrador’s south coast
struggle with access to food.

FOOD & DRINK

Jamieson recently
participated in a summit
on the development of
a new Food Policy for
Canada. She was joined by
representatives from Kids Eat
Smart NL and NL Federation of Agriculture.
The Summit for A Food Policy for Canada
brought together more than 300 Canadian
stakeholders, experts, and key policy makers.
Below is an interview with Kristie Jamieson of
Food First NL.
What is the ultimate goal of
the summit you attended?
The Government of Canada has embarked on
a process to create Canada’s first National
Food Policy, aimed to set a long-term vision
for food-related health, environmental, social,
and economic goals, and cutting across all
elements of the food system – relating to
production, processing, distribution, and
consumption of food.
The development of this policy is being
completed with notable engagement – in May
2017, the Government of Canada launched an
online survey, to which over 20,000 Canadians
have responded, and they're hosting a series
of public engagement sessions.
As part of this engagement process, a Food
Policy Summit was hosted in Ottawa on
June 22-23rd 2017. The Summit brought
together more than 300 stakeholders
– including researchers, provincial and
territorial government representatives,
non-profit leaders, and other experts from
across regions of the country – in order to
brainstorm, discuss, and workshop key
principles and priorities for the national food

How are you feeling about the summit's
chance of making a difference to the
health and food security of Canadians?
What was promising for me
following the Summit, is that
it really highlighted how
the government is taking
a comprehensive, all-ofgovernment approach to
this National Food Policy – to
ensure that it isn’t limited to just
agricultural development, or just
affordability of food, but that it includes
efforts on poverty reduction, indigenous food
sovereignty, fisheries and aquaculture, health
promotion, etc.
This is highlighted by the fact that the national
food policy development is intended to
leverage and complement current federal
initiatives, including:
•

•

•

•

The Development a National Healthy
Eating Strategy, being led by Health
Canada, which includes the development
of a new Canada’s Food Guide
The Development of a National Poverty
Reduction Strategy, being led by 		
Employment and Social Development
Canada
The review and update of Nutrition
North, under Indigenous and Northern
Affairs Canada
The development of Canada’s next 		
Agricultural Policy Framework, led by
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.

How might this summit affect
provincial food policies?

great opportunity to align efforts and policy
development across provincial and federal
lines, which when aligned can lead to a
greater positive impact.
Did you feel Food First NL, Eat Smart
NL, and NL Federation of Agriculture
provided a united, strong voice for NL,
with a capacity to have our province's
unique needs heard and acted on?
Having three provincial organizations
represented at the summit helped to ensure
that a perspective from NL was incorporated
at the discussion. Food First NL’s engagement
in the Summit, and this national food policy
consultation, has been informed by the input
gathered through the Everybody Eats initiative
(foodfirstnl.ca/our-projects/everybody-eats),
which has engaged over 875 people from
across Newfoundland and Labrador in a
conversation about the current and future
desired state of food security and the food
system in NL. This means that Food First NL’s
participation is armed with the input from
many people from across the province.
In what ways can a new Canadian food
policy help our province meet its goal of
increasing local food production to 20%
by 2022? And/or increasing our rate of
fruit and vegetable consumption by
5% by 2025?
National policies inform efforts at provincial,
territorial, and municipal levels, and also
impact funding allocations, and policies for
non-government agencies. For the national
food policy, where it will be connected
to efforts across numerous federal
departments, this could advance provincial
targets through, for example, funding
agreements that will support agricultural
development and growth in the province,
or the updated Canada’s Food Guide which
could include further recommendations and
resources for healthy eating in rural, remote,
northern regions.

It is likely that a national food policy will
inform efforts at numerous levels across
the country. The timing of this national
food policy effort is particularly good in
Newfoundland and Labrador, where the
provincial government has committed to a
number of food policy-related targets through
the Way Forward, including increasing local
food production, and increasing vegetable
and fruit consumption in NL. This presents a

PHOTO: LINKEDIN.COM

Food First NL's
Kristie Jamieson on
The Summit for A Food
Policy for Canada

policy currently in development. Discussion
was around both an overall vision for the food
policy, and the specifics of the government’s
four themes for the policy (increasing access
to affordable food; improving health and food
safety; conserving soil, water, and air; growing
more high-quality food).
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Local Aerial
School Brings
Students to
New Heights
BY ELIZABETH WHITTEN

“I never would have dreamt when
I graduated from the circus school,
years later I would move back to
Newfoundland and open an aerial
school,” said Anahareo Doelle, the
owner of IFly Aerial Arts, a local
aerialist school that she founded
back in 2012.
Doelle was on an exchange program in
Jamaica, using the time off from studying
kinesiology at Memorial University to think
about what she wanted from her future.
“My big dream was really to go to Montreal
and do the circus school there. So when
I came back from that seven
months with Canada World
Youth, I decided I was going
to pursue that dream of
mine.” She auditioned
for a spot at the
National Circus School
of Montreal and got in,
which lead to a career
spanning over a decade in
Europe.
When Doelle came back
home to St. John’s
five years ago, she
started renting
space from a
ballet school
to teach aerial
classes and quickly
found there was a
local interest. She now
works out of The S.P.A.C.E.
and has hired two other instructors and
teaches 18 classes a week.
She’s had students from as young as 5 to as
old as 67. Whenever she’s heard people say
they’re too old or it’s too late to learn, Doelle
is firm, “It’s never too late, you can always
surprise yourself.”
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THE BULL HORN
SHARE YOURS @ THEOVERCAST.CA/BULL-HORN

I’LL LISTEN, BUT
I’LL SHOUT BACK TOO
“As a 26 year old millennial, I recognize
the world I was born into is different
than that of Generation X or the baby
boomers, and so I listen to them about
things I might not know about, to be a
more well-rounded individual and learn
and grow. But I’m getting sick of all the
down-talking that we 20-something
millennials are lazy and wayward. It’s
uncalled for, assumes we WANT to
live like you did, and it also ignores
all the wrong these supposedly more
enlightened generations have bestowed
upon us. I was born into a crappy world
BECAUSE OF Generation X and the
boomer generation. The world I know
is one of a Trump presidency, social
inequity and continued intolerance,
really uninformed people believing
everything they hear, a world on the
brink of environmental catastrophe,
a political system guided by popular
opinion over doing the right (longterm) thing, continued power in the
hands of profit-driven industries that
are destroying our food and medicines,
and I could go on and on and on about
the world you supposedly better
generations have built for me. Please
keep some of this in mind when you call
my generation the crappy one.”

“Muscles end up being cool,
you know what I mean. It’s not
just about being … beautiful. You have to be
strong to be able to do this.”
In just a few years, IFly has seen a lot of
changes. “It’s just expanding. It has wings
of its own,” she said. There are classes
teaching skills like silks, hoop, hammock,
and the trapeze. IFly also hosts birthday
and bachelorette parties, along with group
performances. “Sometimes I have to sit back
and go, ‘I’m living the dream,’ to have an
aerial school in Newfoundland.”
Big Aspirations for
the Big Top
This past summer Doelle
took a group of students
to Montreal for an aerial
intensive camp she’d
curated, which included
a tour of the Cirque du
Soleil. The visit coincided
with Montréal Complètement
Cirque, a circus festival in the city.
“So they really got immersed in circus
culture, because Montreal is really like the
melting pot of circuses in North America,”
she said. While many students take IFly
classes for fun, there are a number of
students who are interested in becoming
professional aerialists.
This November, representatives from the
National Circus School of Montreal will be
in town for pre-selection tryouts. Aerialists,
high level gymnasts and dancers will able to
audition in the comfort of their hometown,
without the extra stress of travelling outside
of the province. Doelle also noted students
will have a better chance of being seen here,
where only about 15 will try out, rather than
a hundred.

– A MILLENNIAL

KITTY FOREVER
“I have cut a slip into my purse, and I
have sewn my dead cat’s ashes into
it. So she’s still with me wherever I
go. I am mostly comforted by this, but
occasionally really creeped out.”
– HAD HER 11 YEARS

MR. TOO NICE GUY
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Take to the Air

Taking these
classes
gives people
confidence,
she explained,
especially for
women. “They
get strong, all of
a sudden they’re
able to do a
move they didn’t
think they could do
and they just feel super
empowered by that. So I think
that’s really beautiful.

“I have ended things with at least 3
men this year because they’re too nice.
Annoyingly so. It comes off as insincere
or something. It’s annoying that half
our conversations are me thanking him
for generic compliments and excessive
kindness. It gets old and boring to be
over-complimented. It sounds really
effed up to complain about. I just want
a normal amount of nice, inherently

kind, not overtly so. I’d rather talk about
things other than me, like Trump, the
St. John's election, snacks, I dunno. Is
that so weird? It feels weird to answer
‘he was too sweet’ when someone asks
why I ended things, I must say.”
– MRS. BITTER BUNS

SCENT FREE WORKPLACE,
BUT NOT FOR THIS MANAGER?
“My workplace has a scent free policy,
as many do these days. We have several
staff who have sensitivities/reactions
to scented products which can cause
headaches, nausea, vision problems,
migraines, and these reactions
can impact work quality as well as
potentially cause some staff to be ill
for days. We have a manager in our
company who continues to wear scents.
It has been reported to HR several
times, and we are told, 'She says she
doesn’t wear perfume so there’s nothing
we can do.' BULLS*IT. How is it that one
person’s desire to smell pretty should
be valued over the rights of others to be
healthy at work? Every time she puts on
perfume, she is deciding that someone
else’s health is less important. And
she’s a MANAGER. How is this ok? More
importantly, what are the options to fix
this issue? How can we have this rule
enforced?” – PISSED ABOUT PERFUME

REINCARNATED
FROM WHO THOUGH?
“There is some sound science behind
reincarnation. Matter can’t just disappear
as we decompose. So I don’t rule out
reincarnation the way I don’t rule out aliens
or an apocalyptic, end-of-world weather
event. So sometimes it really freaks me
out that we could be the reincarnation
of someone, but not know who. It’s the
ultimate, WHO AM I?” – WHO AM I?

HERE'S WHAT ANOTHER
GUY SHOULD DO
Go to Fogtown and get a fade / sharp
part. Wear some nice and dressy brown
shoes. You know, really stand out from
crowd. Ugh. Is it just me or does every
boy look the same here now?"
– SAUCY SUSAN

PEOPLE

St. John's-Based Rural Routes
Podcast Reaches Thousands

An Exit
Interview
with Mayor
Dennis "Doc"
O'Keefe

O’Keefe first ran for council within weeks
of retiring as a teacher. Former students
helped him campaign and stick up signs. As
a councillor at large, he was very well liked,
deemed very approachable, and it got him
re-elected in the role in 2001, with the most
votes of any candidate. Riding that wave
of public approval, O’Keefe ran for Deputy
Mayor in 2005, and took it with a whopping
75% of votes.
Three years into his stint as deputy mayor,
O’Keefe replaced Wells in a by-election.
Under O’Keefe’s reign, city council meetings
immediately became much more tame,
cordial, and orderly than the Wells-era
gongshows. He won the following 2 mayoral
elections with 57% of votes both times.
Despite his own thoughts on his personal
accomplishments, it's safe to say his legacy
will be the development of our cruise ship
industry, which is worth just over 12 million
a year to the city. To grow the industry to
that level, he’s had to spend a little money,
including $150,000 between 2005-2015 to
attend travel shows. That garnered some
public backlash from folks who haven’t
heard the mantra: you have to spend money
to make money. In his defence, $150,000
over 10 years, to build something worth 12
million a year, is good investment math.

PEOPLE

Perhaps less fresh in modern
memory is the time he butted heads
with Harper’s federal government, for
decisions he felt treated our province
unfairly, lessened the decision-making
power of cities like ours, and failed to
provide adequate federal jobs in St. John’s.
Below are a few Qs for Doc as he packs
up his mayoral desk.

After realizing how successful the first
season had been, Fürst decided
to partner with CHMR to up the
Emphasizing
show’s production quality and
the complexity and
invited Cohoe to host alongside
richness of what’s
him. Cohoe grew up in a
happening in rural
farming family in Southwestern
areas is something
Ontario, and she’s passionate
I feel strongly
about addressing the challenges
about.
people face in rural areas honestly.
“So many of us, especially in urban areas,
have this idealized and really simplified
One episode looks at national parks
and historic sites in Newfoundland and
impression of rural life, so emphasizing the
Labrador and New Zealand, focusing on their
complexity and richness of what’s happening
relationship to Indigenous peoples’ traditional
in rural areas is something I feel strongly
hunting and gathering lands. Another episode
about,” Cohoe said.
follows four young women (from P.E.I.,
Southwestern Ontario, and near Bologna in
The show’s title is a reference to the rural
Italy) who grew up farming, left to pursue other
routes system that post-people use to deliver
careers, and ended up returning to the farm.
mail in some sparsely populated parts of
the country, but it’s also a metaphor for the
Fürst was inspired to start the show after
way the show finds links between stories
attending a conference on rural living; he
from very distinct places separated by vast
wanted the exciting ideas that had been
distances. “I like that explicit connection to
discussed at the conference to reach more
mail and to traveling across rural Canada,”
people. Initially, he thought about pitching
Fürst said. “Most people live in urban Canada
content to community newspapers, but
but geographically the majority of the country
found that many of Canada’s remote areas
is rural, I like that the title Rural Routes gives
were far more likely to have a community
us a sense of connection and a sense of that
radio station than a local paper. He hosted
the first season of Rural Routes on his own
really huge space that we’re trying to cover.”
Season two splices together clips of
interviews with commentary from
Fürst and Cohoe. They interview
academics who study rural life,
as well as people with firsthand experience of making it
work in a remote place. Most
episodes bring lots of different
voices and perspectives together
to examine a single theme.

Can we ask who the outgoing mayor
voted for, and why?
Danny Breen. Danny has the experience and
the leadership qualities to guide The City for
the next four years.
What would you say is the hardest part
of sitting in the mayoral throne?
The most difficult part of being Mayor is not
being able to help people who need help
right away. For example, having to say there
is a wait list of several years to people who
are in serious need of adequate housing.
Is there anything about your reign
you're particularly fond of having
accomplished?
Yes, growth in affordable housing
components, eliminating future massive
pension liability for The City, restoring
respect to the Chamber, and placement of a
young, talented leadership team.
Is it going to be hard to stay away from
city hall or municipal politics after 20
years on the job?
St. John's is my city. I was born and grew
up here. I will continue to be involved in
city affairs, continue to make a positive
contribution where I can, and continue to
leave my print on the city.
And... where did the nickname
"Doc" come from?
I have been called "Doc" since as long as I
can recall ... all my life. I think it has to do
with the initials "DOK."

Listen to Rural Routes! ruralroutespodcasts.com
PHOTO: RURALROUTESPODCASTS.COM

Though he stated with confidence to the
CBC that he thinks he'd have beaten Andy
Wells if they went head to head in the polls,
he chose to step down, rather than run for
a fourth term as mayor. It was O’Keefe who
replaced Wells as our mayor in 2008, when
Wells stepped down to accept a new job
offer as chair of the Public Utilities Board.

Rural Routes, a podcast hosted by
St. John’s-based Bojan Fürst and
Rebecca Cohoe, launched its second
season this fall. The podcast looks
at rural life in the 21st century,
sharing stories about rural living
from across Canada and the world.

and was happily surprised when he learned
how many people were tuning in. “It was
really just me working at my desk with a
cheap mic and I thought if I got a couple
hundred people listening that would be
great,” Fürst said, “… the show got almost
five thousand downloads, it was on nine radio
stations across seven provinces. So I decided
it’s time to make this actually sound good.”

PHOTO: DARRELL EDWARDS

The 14th and outgoing mayor of
St. John’s, Dennis O’Keefe, clocked
20 years on council, having come
on as a councillor at large in 1997.

BY EVA CROCKER
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Just Be Gemma Has
Viewers Experiencing
Another Perspective in
Identifying as Transgender
BY MARK HOFFE
What world do you want to live
in? A nightmare that threatens to
become reality under Donald Trump’s
alt-right administration – or do you
want to live in a world that celebrates
individualism, diversity, and basic
rights for all human beings?
Those are important questions to consider.
They crossed my mind following a private
screening of the new documentary Just Be
Gemma at The Rooms on Tuesday, September
19th. The documentary has already aired on
CBC Television as part of its long-running
“Absolutely” documentary series. You can
watch it online now at cbc.ca/documentaries.
Written, directed, and produced by Peter
Walsh of Nine Island Communications – a
company Walsh founded with his wife and
co-owner Ronalda Walsh – Just Be Gemma
is a riveting and vital documentary that
captures activist Gemma Hickey’s physical
changes and emotional journey over a period
of twenty-one months.
“The questions I asked were from that
mainstream perspective,” Peter says. “It’s not
an accident Gemma approached me. I’m not
trans. I’m a married man with three children,
and I have a background in programming for
the general public.”
“I was interviewed by Peter fifteen years
ago when he was a reporter at CBC,” Hickey
elaborates. “I was heavily involved in getting
same-sex marriage legalized across the
country. Peter didn’t mince words. He got
straight to the point, and the heart of the story.
When I saw the news later that evening, I
was immediately impressed. “Ten years later,
our paths crossed again ... [and] we’ve been
working together on film camps ever since,
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and he also donated his time and resources
to produce a music video promoting
Pathways, the organization I
founded for survivors of clergy
abuse. There was already a trust
established between us, and a
solid working relationship.
“As a journalist, Peter obviously
knows how to ask pointed questions,
but I was more interested in the perspective
through the lens of a heterosexual, middleaged, white male. Basically, he had no way
of understanding what I was going through,
as someone who was an assigned (and
socialized) female, came out as lesbian, and
later identified as non-binary. Nor would our
wider audience. He also has a boyish curiosity,
is ethical, and collaborative.”
Hickey’s activist work to legalize same-sex
marriage in Canada, and as the founder
of Pathways, is briefly explored in Just
Be Gemma, but what drives the story
is Gemma's invitation to their previous
existence as a female, and their transition
to a trans person. That “their” in the last
sentence is the politically correct and, more
importantly, most respectful pronoun to use
when referring to people who identity as nonbinary individuals. Gemma does.
As explored in the documentary, and
recounted by Hickey during the private
screening, its title was inspired by a
conversation Hickey had with their
grandmother following their decision to inject
testosterone and undergo top surgery to
remove their breasts as key for their trans
transformation. “Just be Gemma,” Hickey’s
grandmother told her. They listened.
In addition to Hickey’s transformation,
activist work, romantic relationships,
and horrific childhood sexual abuse, the
documentary explores Gemma’s relationship
with their grandmother and mother, and

those relationships are the blood of the film’s
vibrant heart. We watch Hickey revel in their
grandmother’s wisdom and mourn her death.
We watch Hickey’s mother struggle
to come to terms with a
daughter who now identifies
as non-binary. We watch
her waver between
fondly fawning over
Hickey’s high school
graduation dress –
the last dress Hickey
ever wore – and the
necessity of respecting
her former daughter’s
desire to be recognized as a
non-binary person.
There is pain here. There is
confusion here. There is also love.
A lot of love. And humour.
What the documentary might lack
in exemplary technical execution –
some of the run-and-gun style footage
leaves a little to be desired, and a stronger
sound mix seems occasionally in order – it
makes up for with the all access pass into
Hickey’s life and their commitment to open
and honest dialogue.

“Then Gemma said, would you want to
do a documentary on that?”
“I knew Gemma’s an honest
person, an open person, and a
trustworthy person with a
good reputation,” Peter
continues. “So all of
our business partners
trusted Gemma was a
great person to tell this
story.” Those business
partners include CBC and
The Newfoundland and
Labrador Film Development
Corporation (NLFDC).
In a press release, NLFDC Executive
Director/Film Commissioner Dorian Rowe
states, “We support great stories of all
kinds, but the subject of gender identity is
particularly relevant and important.”
Ronalda agrees. “Peter mentioned Gemma was
going through this process and was interested
in telling their story. It was like, yes. We have
to do this. It’s an important story and Gemma’s
the right person to tell this story, and is
courageous enough to put their self out there.”

Brave people like Hickey are on the front line
“I was always committed to this project,”
defending not just their rights, but human
Hickey says.“When the volume of death threats
rights. All human rights. Brave people like
increased due to my pursuit of a non-binary
Peter and Ronalda are also on the front line
birth certificate, I was more determined to see
with a lens focused on telling compelling
this film through. Of course it brought old hurts
stories, educating the public, and resisting the
to the surface, but it was also incredibly
loss of those rights. “As Peter said at the
empowering to strip myself down
private screening, regardless of my
both physically and emotionally.
gender or your gender, people are
We don’t
want to tell people
Essentially, I liberated myself
people,” Ronalda says. “We need
what to think, but we
from myself. You can’t hide on
to understand people at that
certainly want them
camera. It’s a different kind of
basic human level and not judge.
to listen & experience
mirror and at this point in my life,
We don’t want to tell people
someone else’s
I finally like what I see.”
what to think or how to think or
perspective.
make their decisions for them, but
Hickey’s video diaries are an effective
we certainly want to encourage them
tool that hooks the audience into their
to listen and experience someone else’s
engaging embrace. The interview segments
perspective. Maybe they’ll find it enlightening.”
and family photos speak to the universality
of this story, a story that is essentially
“I would suggest for people who are confused
about a human being fighting to find a solid
or even threatened by trans people to maybe
sense of self in a chaotic and all-too-often
not worry too much about their sexuality
disheartening universe.
and the language and the new terms and the
political correctness of it all,” Peter says.“Just
When all is said and done, Peter and team
think of them as people. That’s pretty simple,
craft a cohesive and heartwarming story
if you ask me.”
from a starting point that had no road map.
“Gemma approached me while we were
working on a different project and said,
Watch Just Be Gemma online
‘I’m going to get a shot of testosterone
at cbc.ca/documentaries.
today, and I’m going trans,’” Peter recalls.

PEOPLE
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WATCH IT ONLINE

EXXONMOBIL

EMERA NL

Oct 18 · 7pm–9pm · Scotiabank Theatre

Oct 22 · 7pm–9pm · Scotiabank Theatre

SUCK IT UP

RUMBLE: THE INDIANS WHO ROCKED THE WORLD

Decidedly not a Thelma and Louise story, Suck It Up wisely pays tribute to the origination
story about two women and a car but strikes out for fresh highways. Jordan Canning’s
second feature premiered at Slamdance this year to affectionate reviews, and it’s easy
to understand why. The film takes on some big topics, such as grief and betrayal, but it
does so with a spunky combination of wit and attitude. The two female leads really own
the wheel here. Ronnie is the hard-scrabbling sister of prematurely deceased Garrett.

This was a smash at Hot Docs this year, taking home the top prizes, and you will happily
see why. Rumble is nothing less than a superbly produced documentary about the
influence of native music on rock music. There is so much to discover in this lively, highly
entertaining chronicle of a genre we thought we knew so much about. We not only hear
iconic musicians like Buffy St Marie and Robbie Robertson talking about their struggle to
locate their own identities in the emerging rock culture of their time but we also get to

When the film opens, we are introduced to her state of mind, drowning itself in booze
and self-pity. Her best friend Faye is called for an intervention, but she is also Garrett’s

watch them and so many others performing the music that juiced a generation. You want
to know where Hendrix was in all this? The film lets you in on a long masked truth about

former girlfriend and therefore ambivalent about getting involved. The doctor didn’t
really order a road trip but Garrett’s cool blue Mustang is screaming for possession,
and so it is that the film becomes a journey through a few psychological landscapes.
Canning is so admirably understated as a director, almost deceptively standing back
to let her characters hog the screen. But rest assured that only a steady directorial hand
and a keen sense of cinematic understatement could make this trip such a pleasure to

his own roots and influences. Same goes for the incomparable Mildred Bailey and The
Black Eyed Peas’ Taboo, among others. This film will profoundly change the way you listen
to rock music from now on.

OPENING NIGHT GALA

DIRECTOR Jordan Canning

watch. Highly entertaining and full of appealing diversions, the film reminds us that,
yes, life is a highway. The festival is so proud to be showcasing Suck It Up as our
opening feature, stunning evidence of a local filmmaker’s sheer homegrown talent.

CLOSING NIGHT GALA

DIRECTOR Catherine Bainbridge

SJIWFF28 SCHEDULE
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19

EXXONMOBIL
OPENING NIGHT GALA

COFFEE & CULTURE
The Last Animals
2:30pm–4pm · The Rooms

OPENING NIGHT FEATURE
Suck It Up
7pm–9pm · Scotiabank Theatre

MUN CINEMA
Landline
7pm–8:30pm · Scotiabank Theatre
EVENING SHORTS
Life’s Short. Wear the Sparkly Earrings.
Pictures Don’t Lie
Hairat
Friends on Facebook
Evcіlіk / Playing House
Bayline
Him
Craning
Shattered Mind’s Eye

7pm–8:30pm · LSPU Hall
LATE FEATURE
Chavela
9:30pm–11pm · LSPU Hall

FORUM
REGISTRATION & DELEGATE
WELCOME

9:30am-4:30pm · LSPU Hall

FUNDING 101
10am-11:30am · NIFCO
Free Panel

LUNCH WITH THE FILMMAKERS
12:30pm-2pm · Masonic Temple
Lunch Panel

INNOVATIVE & INTERACTIVE
3pm-4:30pm · NIFCO

Eat, Drink & Be Scene.
Festival Meet and Greet

5pm-7pm · Christina Parker Gallery

.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 22

CBC FRIDAY NIGHT SHORTS

NOON FEATURE
A Better Man
12pm–2pm · LSPU Hall

NOON FEATURE
As the Crow Flies
12pm–2pm · LSPU Hall

Fantassút / Rain on the Border
Casey
He Who Dances on Wood
I Like Girls
The Great Atikamekw Lady
Avon Ladies Rural Style
Handmade
Home Sewn
Game

7pm–8:30pm · LSPU Hall
Followed by a Q&A discussion with local and visiting
filmmakers, hosted by CBC NL.

Followed by Q&A with the filmmaker

AFTERNOON SHORTS
AFTERNOON SHORTS
Martin’s Hagge
The Owl and the Lemming
Chudala
Nana
Wolf
Be the Change

3pm–4:30pm · LSPU Hall
LATE FEATURE
Wexford Plaza
9:30pm–11pm · LSPU Hall
Followed by Q&A with the filmmaker

EVENING FEATURE
La Chana
7pm–8:30pm · LSPU Hall
LATE FEATURE
Porcupine Lake
9:30pm–11pm · LSPU Hall
Followed by Q&A with the filmmaker

Reel Women Seen
Las Rubias / The Blondes
Sweat
Hedgehog’s Home
Gusla ou les Malins
Cast Off
Cold Wind & Water: Life on the
Northern Peninsula
All NightER

3pm–4:30pm · LSPU Hall

EMERA NL CLOSING NIGHT GALA
RBC MJ AWARD SHORT
Waste It

CLOSING NIGHT FEATURE
Rumble: The Indians Who
Rocked the World
7pm–9pm · Scotiabank Theatre

FESTIVAL WRAP PARTY
9:30pm · Masonic Temple

WORLD OF WEB SERIES
10am-11:30am · NIFCO

DECODING DISTRIBUTION
10am-11:30am · NIFCO

FIRST FEATURES WITH TELEFILM MICROBUDGET
12:30pm-2pm · Masonic Temple

WOMEN LEADING TV
12:30pm-2pm · Masonic Temple

Lunch Panel

KEEP MAKING FEATURES
3pm-4:30pm · NIFCO

Lunch Panel

DOC TALK
3pm-4:30pm · NIFCO
Presented by Bell Fund

LOCATIONS, LOCATIONS:
FILMING IN NEWFOUNDLAND
10am-12pm · City Bus Tour
Leaves from NIFCO
Free Panel

FACE 2 FACE PITCH SESSION
1pm-3:30pm · Masonic Temple*
Presented by CMPA
*By appointment only.

DON’T MISS THESE FEATURES

CHAVELA

WEXFORD PLAZA

A BETTER MAN

PORCUPINE LAKE

You are forgiven for possibly never having
heard of Grammy-winning Mexican icon

Another 2017 Slamdance entry, this
unconventional feature by Toronto-based

When the festival programmers keep talking
about a film long after we’ve watched it

Festival darling, Ingrid Veninger returns to
us with her reliably strong work, this time a

Chavela Vargas, but after seeing this glorious
tribute you will never forget her. This is the

Joyce Wong charmed the festival
programmers for its deft handling of its

we know we have to share it. A Better Man
will get you talking. It’s a bold documentary

coming-of-age story that pulls you right into
its central drama. Veninger well understand

kind of film our festival was born to showcase.
An all-female crew scrutinizes the astonishing

subject—a painfully awkward encounter
between a security guard and the guy who

that situates the filmmaker herself at the
centre. Motivated by a need to close the

the secrets of girlhood. Her two well-cast
leads perform with an uncanny naturalism,

life of a cultural phenomenon. Chavela ran
away from Costa Rica when she was just 14,

serves the drinks at the bar at a shopping
plaza. This is Scarborough, Ontario, where

loop, she engages the man who subjected
her to violence, years after their troubled

suggestive of the trust they must have
placed in the director, a hallmark of

but ended up being one of the most famous
Latin artists of the century. She lived to
narrate much of the documentary here,
voicing a lucid, wry commentary on the
challenges of becoming a lesbian superstar—
in other words, being herself. No wonder

nothing ever happens. But the people who
inhabit that world have hopes and dreams,
just like the rest of us. Betty and Danny are
as ordinary as it gets, but the film fleshes
out their emerging characters in steady,
revealing ways, exposing a vein of humanity

relationship had ended. For his own reasons,
no doubt, Steve agrees to be the subject
of this film, openly struggling to understand
his own behaviour, straining to articulate
what finally cannot be summarized. Steve
is taciturn and almost uncomprehending

Veninger’s art. Fate brings two girls from
disparate walks of life together one summer
in Northern Ontario. The class and rural/
urban divide informs their differences, but
at heart the girls are more alike than at first
appears. This is a remarkably candid

the great passionate artist Frieda Kahlo was
besotted with her. Indeed, among many
revelations are the never seen before images

we all recognize in ourselves. This is no
small achievement. One can only imagine
the pitch session: “it’s a Canadian romcom,

at times, maddening the filmmaker and,
in turn, the viewer who demands to hear
more. But trauma works differently on both

portrait of the struggle for a secure sense
of self. Told almost exclusively from the
girls’ points of view, Porcupine Lake doesn’t

of their relationship, well worth the ticket
alone. Like Kahlo, Chavela was a magnet for
both men and women, but ultimately she is
a force of nature itself, uncannily persistent
despite a judgemental society. Watch as
Spanish director Pedro Almódavar talks of

doofus boy meets lonely girl at a plaza and
nothing goes quite right.” There’s so much
more going on here, though. The film folds
you into its sense of place, person, and
purpose with a calm, confident ease.
As Wong well shows us, there’s drama in

those who perpetuate and those who
experience violence, and the film explores
that spectrum of response and reflection
as a slow, steady, and often painful reveal.
It’s a fascinating piece of voyeurism, really,
which is not to detract from the earnestness

dismiss adults so much as remind us how
much of the margins they occupy when
you’re busy trying to find yourself. As with
all of Veninger’s films, this well-crafted
feature is scrupulously devoted to the
small stuff from which big transformation

her power. Listen to the songs that made
Chavela a household name. There’s a lot to

even the most unlikely places, wherever
life is being explored by a talented artist.

of the filmmaker’s mission. With Sarah Polley
as executive director, A Better Man

comes. It’s simply a pleasure to watch.
Bring your daughters.

absorb here in this new and exciting profile
of a woman and the folk music she helped
transform: indeed, you can go back to the
ranchera again.

Oct 20 · 9:30pm–11pm · LSPU Hall

provocatively explores the fraught terrain
of abuse and its aftermath.

Oct 21 · 9:30pm–11pm · LSPU Hall

DIRECTORS
Catherine Gund, Daresha Kyi

Oct 19 · 9:30pm–11pm · LSPU Hall

DIRECTOR
Joyce Wong

DIRECTORS
Attiya Khan, Lawrence Jackman

Oct 21 · 12pm–2pm · LSPU Hall

DIRECTOR
Ingrid Veninger

An Unauthorized Oral History
Heads To Press
BY EVA CROCKER

Angela Mombourquette’s new
book 25 Years of 22 Minutes
An Unauthorized Oral History
of 22 Minutes as Told by Cast
Members, Staff and Guests is set
to hit the shelves this fall.
Mombourquette is a filmmaker, editor,
and writer who worked at CBC in Halifax
from the early 1990s to the mid 2000s.
During her stint at CBC, she sometimes
replaced 22 Minutes’ regular showrunner, so she began work on the book
with an understanding of what goes on
behind the scenes of the show, as well
as a connection to the people involved
in making it happen.“My goal all along
has been simply to tell the story of how

Fandom
of the Opera
Local Man
Making it Big
in New York
BY CHAD PELLEY
Most singers only dream of taking
the stage at New York’s esteemed
Carnegie Hall; David Kelleher-Flight
achieved that dream 7 years ago,
well before the age of 35.
Of his debut performance at Carnegie Hall
(Monterone in RIGOLETTO), The Greenwich
Post declared him to be “The real stand-out
of the evening … he showed the most polish
and vocal refinement of the evening. His rich
baritone voice set him apart from the others.”
THE ARTS

the show came about, to share some
interesting stories from behind the
scenes, and to give Canadians a bit of
insight into what goes into the making
of a show like 22 Minutes — through
the words of the writers, producers,
and cast members who were there,”
Mombourquette writes in the book’s
preface.
Mombourquette wrote the book in five
short months, racing the launch of the
show’s 25th anniversary season. In that
time, she conducted 27 interviews and
wove them into a large conversation
about the show’s inception, the challenge
of changing cast members, and how 22
Minutes has re-invented itself over the past
quarter of a century.

In addition to performing in New York, David
is now the vice-president of the Light Opera
of New York, a faculty member at the State
University of New York at Suffolk County, and
he maintains a private studio in Manhattan,
where he trains professional singers and
Broadway performers. He has also been a
vocal coach for the Young People’s Chorus of
New York City.
This September, he was presented with MUN’s
Tribute Award, which recognizes “exceptional
achievement by a Memorial graduate 35 years
of age and younger.” MUN is not the only
one singing his praises. Opera News recently
wrote of his “flawless diction and flexible lyric
baritone.”
Country musicians flock to Nashville to
make it, or hockey players move to Canada,
Opera singers head to New York to prove
themselves, as David did, and the world has
taken note that he’s holding his own in its very
competitive classical music scene.
After graduating from MUN, Kelleher-Flight
moved to New York to attend the Manhattan

From the beginning, Mombourquette knew
she wanted to talk about how the show
has evolved since the first episode aired
1993. While writing the book, she went
back and watched episodes from that first
pre-internet, pre-digital video production

However, she says what hasn’t changed
about the show is that it tackles
issues from an "outsider" perspective.
Mombourquette believes it’s really the
show’s persistence when it comes to not
letting people in power off the hook that
continues to endear audiences. “I think a lot
of Canadians relate to the show because it
looks towards the centers of power from
the fringes, and most Canadians live in
the fringes. The show has always been a
kind of advocate for the underdog who's
not represented in the power structure,”
Mombourquette said.

School of Music. He then completed his PhD
in musical arts from State University of New
York at Stony Brook.

Newfoundland Symphony Youth Choir (NSYC).
The NSYC was founded by Susan Knight to
support gifted young Newfoundland singers.

Today, his resumé boasts more than 50
leading and supporting roles in opera and
musical theatre, and as MUN states, “Since
making his professional debut with the
Newfoundland Symphony Orchestra in 2004,
the St. John’s native has beaten the odds in
the competitive world of classical music and
built an international profile, working with
leading opera houses, conductors,
and musicians around the
globe.”

Like a true Newfoundlander, Dr. KelleherFlight is drawn to lighter-hearted material,
and to bringing a little comedy to the stage,
in a discipline best known for intensity and
heavy subject matter.

On two separate occasions,
Dr. Kelleher-Flight was
accepted into the Lieder
Master Course at Oxford
University for Advanced
Singer-Pianist Duos at the
Oxford Lieder Festival.
For all of his success to date, he gives much
credit to the place he got started and found
his footing during elementary school: the

As for the future, he is enjoying the liberty,
balance, and creative stimulation
of “doing it all”: performing,
teaching, and producing. “I
am constantly in awe of
where my career brings
me,” he says, “and I can
definitely say that the
effort and struggle of
a musical career is not
for the faint of heart, but
sometimes difficult paths
lead to beautiful destinations.
I am very grateful for my journey
thus far, and my wonderful family who
has supported me throughout since the
beginning.”

PHOTO: SUBMITTED

25 Years of 22 Minute

“When you’re writing about a
season and was shocked by
The show has
lot of strong personalities and
how different it looked and
always been a kind
you’re talking to people who
felt. She believes the show’s
of advocate for the
have very distinct opinions
ability to adapt with the
underdog who's not
it’s hard for a writer to pin
changing times is part of the
represented in the
down a true narrative of what
secret to its longevity. “As
power structure.
happened,” Mombourquette
producers, cast members,
explained. “An oral history is
and writers have changed, the
a great format in the sense that it
show has gone through periods of
gives everybody an opportunity to give their
being very political, and then less political,
version of the truth … I don’t say here’s the
and then looped around again, and I
absolute truth of how this all went down,
think that’s healthy for a show like that,”
instead I present it in their voices.”
Mombourquette said.
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obscurity, free to inject it with all their
creative splendour, freed from the stifling
luxury and scrutiny of rock stardom.

Rinse & Repeat

New Band
Conditioner "A Bevy
of Punk Motifs "

Accordingly, the underground is flush with
vital sounds, and thankfully, more and more
women and trans folk are leading the way.
It's still rather white, but we’re getting there.
You won't hear them on pop radio and their
videos aren’t receiving tens of millions of
views on YouTube, but the bands are out
there. On tour and small labels, Bandcamp
and blogs, dive bars and basements, house
shows and sheds – there they are, back in
their element.

BY GREG HEWLETT

In a recent interview with Noisey,
Brandon Flowers, frontman of the
Killers, said that new rock bands
haven't been achieving widespread
popularity in recent times because
“there hasn't been anybody good
enough.”
I submit that he's in need of perspective,
just as I was ten years ago “dancing” to Mr.
Brightside at Lottie’s with my sixth White
Russian sloshing in hand.
The Killers released their debut album in 2004,
and international fame soon followed, but pop
charts since then have made it abundantly
clear that this band was among the last in
pop-rock to follow a trajectory to commercial
success that has, in the ensuing decade,
become nearly impossible to replicate.
Mainstream popular music has been shifting
focus away from rock bands (as traditionally
conceived) for years now, and while the odd
band like the Killers or Kings of Leon might,
through some combination of luck, nostalgia,
and mass palatability bubble up to the surface,
there are fewer all the time.
This however is not because the bands that
don't “make it” aren't good enough, it's
because the traditional mould of what a rock
band is, and should sound like, has become
hopelessly stale. Sonically and aesthetically,
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yes, but also in gender and race – it doesn't
take a radical leftist to point out the history of
rock as very male and very white.

This Conditioner isn’t silky
smooth, but why the f**ck
are you washing your hair
anyway? Stop that, heathen.

Rock after all has long been making its way
underground. The late 70s and 80s saw
new wave, punk, metal, and alternative
fragment into a thousand indie sub-genres
and micro-movements, all with their devoted
niches. Then came the Internet and the micro
became the nano.

St. John’s music is, by default, a scene
full of collaborations and friendships.
Bands pop up out of nowhere, stocked
with members taken from every other
corner. It’s not so much a family tree
as a tangly shrub where lineage is illdefined and disordered. But that’s ok,
because that means we get a loot bag of
candy and toys every year. And some of
those are disgusting licorice, some are
cheap sugar filled lollipops, and some,
like CONDITIONER, are the perfect new
treat that tastes familiar, but doesn’t last
nearly long enough.

But numbers are besides the point, because
that which has drawn people to this music
since its inception remains a constant. I
know this because I go out in St. John’s to
see Family Video, and Ribbon Tied, and Hard
Ticket and I feel it, and don't doubt
the same can be done in most any
local scene around the world.

To my ears, most any group
attempting to fit the old mould
of a successful rock band with
the aim of hitting the big time
Today's good rock
is typically working through
Every genre has its sweet spot,
no longer comes to
imitation, and shooting for
and you know it when you
find you, but it's only
a big time that probably
hear it. That frenetic resonance
too glad for you to
doesn't exist. That doesn’t
unique to good rock holds for
come find it.
stop many from trying, though,
those who attune to it a power to
and hearing them slog away at the
move like no other. It could no sooner
tired old tropes, you’d be forgiven for
"die" than any other vibration – it's just
pronouncing rock a musical corpse.
a matter of striking it and sounding out. The
point is to find the vibration that resonates,
But Flowers, along with countless op-ed's
wherever it lies; just don't expect it'll look and
over the years striking the death knoll of rock
sound like it used to, or that you'll come across
and roll, all fail to perceive a crucial element
it without doing some digging.
of rock's break with mainstream relevancy:
this is a death in the service of renewal. It’s
Today's good rock no longer comes to find
an overdue surrendering of the spotlight
you, but it's only too glad for you to come
following an absurdly long starring role in pop
find it. Rock on and roll forth.
culture – an arena so fickle and restless it's
amazing it lingered as long as it did.
Note: a list of my personal favourite active
rock band swould've eaten up too much word
So those players who know what's best for it
count, but if any non-believers are interested,
have taken rock to the fringes, the very best
shoot me an email (g.f.hewlett@gmail.com)
place for its health. Safely back underground,
and I'll send one along.
fresh voices with new ideas are, in their

ALL 3 LOCAL BANDS MENTIONED IN THIS ARTICLE -- HARD TICKET, RIBBON TIED,
AND FAMILY VIDEO -- HAVE NEW ALBUMS OUT. STREAM THEM ON BANDCAMP!

It has tinges of Husker Du, Jawbreaker,
Rites of Spring, and the earliest Against
Me records. Traded vocals, jangly
guitar lines beneath a bathtub full of
gain. Intense and swift, we’re treated
to a bevy of punk motifs in six songs.
With multiple creative inputs, there’s
actually a nice bit of variety peppered
throughout. But it’s coherent - a bunch
of talented pals paying homage to
some of the best underground bands
of yesteryear. “Alright,” the opener,
practically lives on the pages of the St.
John’s punk sound.
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Modern Rock is "Good Enough,"
Brandon Flowers

BY BRAD PRETTY

It’s only 10 deadly minutes of music and
that’s my dilemma - I just want more. I
can respect those EPs that come and go
in an angry daze, but my favourite punk
albums of all time just had a million short
songs on them. This is a sound that has
legs beyond a 10 minute EP, so give me
more and I’ll be more than content. I’d
say I’ll spin this EP six times while I type
out this article. Hell, it’ll probably take
you longer to read this article. Six songs
that you can listen to on a smoke break
or make a sandwich or get a shower. Just
leave the CONDITIONER in and rinse it
out 10 minutes later.
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BY MARK HOFFE
If you caught writer, director,
and editor Martine Blue’s
feature film debut,
Hunting Pignut,
during its ongoing
theatrical run,
then you know it’s
a gutsy and gritty
coming-of-age
film that follows
15-year-old Bernice
Kilfoy (Taylor Hickson)
on her journey to recover
her father’s stolen ashes from
gutter punk Pignut (Joel Thomas
Hynes). Bernice discovers her
identity in the process.
My more comprehensive web exclusive on
TheOvercast.ca praised Hickson’s breakout
performance, and Hynes’ searing of the
screen with his no-holds-barred method
acting approach.
In fact, people verbally abused Hynes during
his preparation for the role. "I put on his
clothes and kept them on for the duration of
the shoot," he says. "I let myself get f*cking
dirty. I slept in the woods and one day I even
went dumpster diving behind Coleman’s
in Mount Pearl. I washed my face in Tim
Horton’s bathrooms. I roamed the streets
at night in these ragged combat pants with
my hood up and my face covered in tattoos
and a big matted beard, and I watched
people cross to the other side of the street. I
realized I wasn’t welcome in this restaurant,
or that convenience store. People tossed
coins and cigarettes at me ... cops snared
me in their spotlights. And I came to realize
that I’d never quite been THAT kind of
outsider before.”
There’s no doubt that Blue’s personal family
history, and her gutter punk experiences,
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were key resources for the cast and her
crafting of this captivating film – her father
died from an overdose in 2004.

Your Halloween Read for 2017

Dale Jarvis's
Haunted Ground

Shot in Newfoundland, Hunting Pignut
defies tourist-friendly depictions of
Newfoundland and exposes the graffitistrewn and squatter underbelly usually
kept far from the mainstream. People
might see Pignut on the street and call
him a “skeet.” Those people would know
nothing about the childhood traumas that
sent Pignut on the road to being a gutter
punk, and to choosing a life of freedom
over one of middle-class drudgery.

BY CHRIS DONALDSON
It's an apt backcover description, "Ghost stories are found in every corner of
Newfoundland, and no one knows them better than storyteller and folklorist Dale
Jarvis."As a folklorist, not novelist, Haunted Ground doesn't aim to scare you so much
as document cases of paranormal events in Newfoundland, from specific legends like
the old hag herself and "the Phantom Drummer or CBS," to more generalized stuff like
cases of premonitions, or strange voices warning trappers to get off a trapline. The
book is ordered into themed chapters like "Legends" and "Locations of Mystery." One
of the former tackles "The Webber of Western Newfoundland." The Webber nickname
is a reference a disfigured child's webbed hands. Its parents, ashamed of their child's
atypical appearance, kept it chained inside. "The creature eventually escaped, a man
was disembowelled on a country road, and a legend was born."One interesting facet of
the book is that Jarvis, a folklorist by dayjob, explains the folklore of these tall tales.
You learn a thing or two, and the education is fine compensation for the fact that not all
of these stories are developed enough to be spooky. That's not really their point. Jarvis
is documenter of supernatural history, not a novelist looking to keep you up at night.
Which makes this a book for history buffs and those who fancy folklore over taught,
suspenseful stories.

It’s all about your perspective,
really. One woman’s “skeet”
is another woman’s
family member or
friend, and we’d all
do well to wipe that
stigma-laden and
discriminatory word
from our local lexicon.
Speaking of friends, Bridget
Wareham plays Maggie with
stellar and subtle skill. She’s the
eye of Pignut’s hurricane, and an aspiring
tattoo artist who acts as a sort of surrogate
mother for Bernice when she runs away
from her real mother Bean, played by
Amelia Manuel. This dynamic plays a vital
role in Bernice’s transformation.
Like Hynes, Wareham also dedicated herself
to deep preparation for a role that forced
her to explore an unfamiliar world. “What
attracted me to the story was the subculture
of gutter punks, and the script, was gritty
and raw,” Wareham says. In addition to “the
chance to have dreadlocks,” Wareham says
there was a nurturing and mature aspect to
Maggie that she liked, never having had the
chance to explore that in a role before.
Eventually, Bean catches up to Bernice and
they are forced to face their tumultuous
past, and an uncertain future that includes
Bernice’s new-found gutter punk friends
and sense of self.
Wareham brings it back to the film’s
challenging of mainstream media and
assumptions when asked why audiences
should seek out this film. “It’s a culture that
isn’t depicted as often in mainstream media.
And may change some perspectives on
that world. Or at least widen some narrow
misconceptions.”
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Martine
Blue’s Movie
Hunting Pignut
Challenges
Viewer's Views
on Gutter Punks
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BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

The improvised bit here is entertaining
but it has nothing to do with the movie so
should be cut.

Universal Notes
On The Film’s
Rough Cut

The thing which took so much
time and money to make
still looks fake and I realize
now that we don’t need it
anyway.

This line was funnier on the page.
X takes a dramatic pause in his search the
moment before she/he finds what she/he
was looking for, which suggests she/he knew
where it was all along.

This musical score is
temporary, right?

The kid is terrible/is better than any of the
seasoned actors.

Are we sure we can’t afford the rights to that
hit song from the film’s period? The scene was
written with the hit song in mind, and it would
work really well here.
X tells Y he/she is going to do that thing,
and then we immediately see him/her do it.
Shouldn’t we instead cut straight to X doing it?
There was such terrific chemistry between X
and Y on set, why am not seeing it? Are there
better takes?

There’s going to be CGI there, right? It won’t
look like that in the release?
What’s up with the sunglasses? It’s like I’m
watching an episode of “Kabuki Vice.” Why are
the characters continually taking them off and
putting them back on? Or sliding them down
their nose to look over them? I wish directors
wouldn’t let actors have sunglasses.
Can we lose the scene where X is looking
at him/herself in the mirror being “selfreflective.” It’s mugging, no?

With what sort of accent is
X speaking? It seems to drift
from the German-Polish border to
the Balkans. And isn’t Y supposed to
be Danish, would he/she say “Guv’nor!”
or “Cor Blimey!” like that? Were those lines
in the script? I wish directors wouldn’t let
actors do accents.
I wonder about certain period details.
I don’t believe they had those things back
then, and even if they did, it feels like they
shouldn’t have.

By this point in the story, they are either
f***ing or aren’t ever going to, so people are
going to stop caring.
Cut the improvised stuff here.
Should we call it a “dramedy”?
Why did we agree to that wig? I wish directors
wouldn’t let actors pick their wigs.

I’m sure there are better takes of the stunt.
That isn’t dialogue; it’s duelling speeches.
Trim them.

Is he kind of old for her?

With what sort of
accent is X speaking?
It seems to drift from
the German-Polish
border to the
Balkans.

There’s a Canada Post super
mailbox visible in b.g.
How did drone photography
become
so boring so quickly?
Is it long? It feels long.

It has three endings. I think it’s over when
X dies and Y rides/drives/flies/teleports away.
So many of these problems would have been
evident in a table read. Remind me why didn’t
we have a table read of earlier drafts of the
screenplay?
Can we somehow raise the dramatic stakes?
I’ve grown to hate the title, hasn’t anyone
come up with something better?
Maybe we go back to the idea of telling the
story in a linear, chronological fashion.
I like the title sequence and the second unit
stuff, but I have problems with the rest.
-----

MIGHTYPOP ’S NINETH ANNIVERSARY SHOW, FEATURING TORONTO’S:

THE RURAL
ALBERTA ADVANTAGE
‘THE WILD’ ALBUM RELEASE TOUR

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS, VANCOUVER’S

YUKON BLONDE
WWW.MIGHTYPOP.CA
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FACEBOOK.COM/MIGHTYPOP

FRIDAY, OCT 20
CLUB ONE
doors 7 pm
show 8 pm

Tickets on sale now at mightypop.ca and
etixnow kiosks at participating Orangestores
province wide.

TWITTER.COM/MIGHTYPOP
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NEW Boathaus

BY BRAD PRETTY

Dry but springy, Boathaus continues their push into darling status.
St. John’s tends to eat up good indie bands, and they’ve managed to
stay underground in the most underground city there is.
With a collection of substantial releases under their belt, they’ve managed to put together
a final hurrah of songs before one of their co-writers, Greg Hewlett, moves on to concrete
grey urban dreamlands. The Upper Gullies EP is every bit as salient and interesting as the
albums that helped garner the attention of the city over the past few years.
Lee is,
in effect, one of the
country’s best known,
and longest-serving,
avant-garde artists
in residence.

Sook Yin Lee
Coming To
Town for 2
Performances
in 2 Disciplines

night (Oct. 7th), she’ll
close out the festival at

BY SANDY MAY

From Bob’s Your Uncle to DNTO, Shortbus,
and Sleepover, there’s an unflinching
openness in your work. What fuels this
for you; has this changed over the years
as you’ve gained insight into yourself
and others, and is Sphere of Banished
Suffering a culmination of this?
Each of us has a unique life experience. I
had an early volatile family life with many
secrets we did not discuss. Avoiding them led
to sickness. Through attempting to unpack
those kinds of upheavals, I learned to let them
be and I apply that mindset to the practice
of art-making. As a maker of things, I try to
engage conversation with my collaborators,
with the audience, with myself in the work.
Honest engagement and curiosity is key in
activating this ... The process and parameters
change with each undertaking, so I feel I'm
on a progression. What fuels this drive is an
insatiable curiosity about people and life,
which is infinitely complex and interesting! I'm
constantly learning. In this sense, Sphere of
Banished Suffering is less a culmination than
an extension of inquiry, which is ongoing.

Sook Yin Lee is probably best
known for her work as a CBC
broadcaster (DNTO, Sleepover), and
as the offbeat VJ on MuchMusic
during the 90s. She’s also a prolific
filmmaker, actor, musician, artist,
and dance-maker.
Lee is, in effect, one of the country’s best
known, and longest-serving, avant-garde
artists in residence. She comes to town this
month wearing her dance-maker and musician
hats, for the Festival of New Dance. On October
5th, she’ll present Sphere of Banished Suffering,
an experimental dance narrative featuring
three dancers embodying one woman at
different times in her life.
The narrative, which Lee both created and
directed, explores the character’s evolving
physical and psychological transformation,
and the broader struggles of girlhood, young
adulthood, and womanhood. On Saturday
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The Ship with her minimalist
experimental band JOOJ.
Regardless of her chosen medium, candid
self-expression (however ugly or gorgeous
or banal), has always been central to Lee’s
work. She took time to talk with me about
what motivates her creative projects, how
she approaches them, and the importance of
vulnerability in art.

It’s easy to place its sound in a grander sense, but to leave it there would be doing a
disservice. You can hear a lot of The Shins, Neutral Milk Hotel, and Built to Spill shining
through, but this album also reflects the ethos of those bands - it’s not one dimensional
or generic. All those bands are masters of form, stirring a pot that’s tasty on the outside,
but enjoyably layered within. I particularly love the shifting peaks of “Under Hypnosis” and
I’m smitten with the “Plan C,” which could easily switch places with almost any song on
The Shins' early albums. When you’ve got Knoah Bender and Jake Nicoll bolstering up the
backend, as they so often do, you’ve got a great recipe for making any song sing.
Jake as a producer is also a key component here. This is the third album this year
that he’s produced that I’ve reviewed (including his own), and that doesn’t begin to
touch on the number that have actually been released. His production here gives the
EP the lo-fi charm it needs in certain places, and the grander grit in others. Although
Boathaus has reached an impasse, they leave this era with a nice family of 2 upbeat,
compelling albums and an EP. I’m a bit biased, because their influences are very much
in line with some of my favourite bands of all time, but that doesn’t change anything.
Give this EP a listen - you’ll be biased too.

As your earliest artform, how has music
grounded you throughout your life? Does it
serve a different creative purpose for you,
or operate on the same continuum as your
other projects?
In the most visceral way, singing comes out
of my guts and my body. I'm lucky to be able
to open my mouth and make noise! It can be
a guttural, pure expression. When I sing and
I'm present, I feel connected. When I sing and
I'm not present I'm disjointed. That feeling I
get when I'm present in the moment, works
as a barometer when I am working in other
mediums. I recognize when it feels right
and apply this to when I'm acting, editing,
conducting an interview, etc., and that comes
directly from my experiences as a singer.
To what extent does creativity demand
vulnerability?
Creativity requires candid and visceral
expression, that taps into your unconscious,
that you would not normally express
outwardly. It requires bravery, honesty,

acceptance, and the ability to be present, but
also to move on. These elements have to do
with vulnerability, which is a very complicated
state of being.
Given your openness with yourself and
others, what kinds of things make you
uncomfortable?
There are so many things that make me
feel uncomfortable, which is the paradox
of a person who appears comfortable with
discomfort. I can be very awkward and shy
socially. I love to hang out alone, with one
friend or two maximum. Crowds scare me.
I'm uncomfortable hosting events, and I avoid
participating in art judging juries---It's endless!
Likely my own insecurities around failure
and fraudulence are what make me most
uncomfortable!
Catch Sook Yin Lee’s Sphere of Banished
Suffering at LSPU Thursday October 5th, 8pm
(tickets $20), and JOOJ at The Ship Saturday
October 7th,10pm (tickets $10)
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the tax burden for city residents
and businesses.”

Danny Breen’s

Big Plans

TAXATION & COST CONTAINMENT
Breen’s intention is to build a “culture of
efficiency” at city hall during his reign, in order to
keep taxes as low as possible, while still being
able to offer the kinds of tax-funded services
that make living in the city pleasant.
He aims to achieve this primarily through
“Program Review,” which he describes as
“a continuous process where cost areas are
constantly evaluated to achieve savings.” He
credits continuous program review for saving
over $13.8 million in 2017’s budget, resulting in
taxes being lowered to 2015 levels. “I will ensure
the delivery of services in the most streamlined
and cost effective manner. Increasing efficiency
and measuring the effectiveness of programs
will ensure that the city maintains taxes at the
lowest levels possible ... to keep quality of life
high, and taxes affordable.”

potential for converting waste to energy at the
Robin Hood Bay Landfill, adding that "energy
efficiency action also allows the City to do its
part in combating environmental problems,
such as climate change.”
ST. JOHN’S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION
Breen aims to explore the creation of a “St.
John’s Economic Development Corporation.”
He says St. John’s needs to have a robust
private sector, with a diversified economic
base, to make living in the city more
affordable and support more jobs here, to
retain more people and augment their quality
of life. “Economic development initiatives
at the city level will pay off for St. John’s in
terms of tax revenues, job opportunities,
and quality of life,” he says. “A dedicated
Economic Development Corporation created
with existing resources will bring together
entrepreneurs to help achieve more in both
growth and traditional sectors."
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A MUNICIPAL AUDITOR GENERAL

Between his board and businessworld experience, his academic
background in political science,
and his 8 years in municipal
politics (as a ward councillor
and chair of the Public Works
Committee, the Audit and
Accountability Committee, and
the Finance and Administration
Committee) our new mayor has
amassed a pretty clear vision on
how to cure some of what ails
the city.
It is quite refreshing, if not exciting, to hear
a political leader lay out well-articulated and
actionable plans, instead of the vague and
empty political babble we're accustomed
to in modern politics. This article simply
summarizes many of Mayor Breen's platform
promises, as a useful introduction or first
impression of your new mayor.
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BETTERING THE CITY-PROVINCE
FISCAL RELATIONSHIP

He’s also considering the benefit of a
Municipal Auditor General. “Strengthening
the financial management of the City is
important ... and it has been suggested
for some time that a Municipal Auditor
General is a potential way of increasing
financial accountability, improving financial
management, and providing additional
necessary transparency," he says. As
Mayor, he will propose that the new Council
undertake a timely yet comprehensive
review of the costs, role, and governance of
a Municipal Auditor General. "Citizens will be
involved in the review, and Council will have
an open discussion in a public meeting, and
vote on the matter in due course.”

St. John's hosts many provincial buildings,
and as a result we bear the costs of being
Newfoundland's capital city. Breen feels St.
John’s needs "a new and more equitable fiscal
arrangement with the province" and vows to
"re-open the discussion with the Province to
CURBING COSTS CONSIDERABLY VIA
develop a new and fairer fiscal relationship."
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
It's something he's personally
spearheaded in the past. In
Energy costs for the City of St.
2011, as Chair of the City’s
Additional revenue
John’s have risen by $3.7 million,
Finance Committee, he put
from the Province
or 46%, since 2010. Breen says
forward a plan for a new fiscal
will lessen the
projections indicate this cost will
reliance of the city
arrangement that included a
continue
to rise significantly, so he
on property
rebate on road tax, HST, and
wants
to
nip
it in the bud. His plan is
taxes.
payroll tax, and he also requested
to have the new council continue work
payment of property taxes on
on several initiatives, such as extending
properties owned by the province in St.
the geo-thermal heating system at work in
John’s. As a result, residents of St. John’s
Bannerman Park, the Paul Reynolds Centre,
received a partial refund on HST. “Additional
and in the Metrobus depot to other new
revenue received from the Province will
construction. He's also considering LED street
lessen the reliance of the city on property
lighting in new developments, and retrofitting
taxes," he says, "allowing for a reduction of
Mile One, as well as continuing to study the

COMMUNITY COORDINATION
COMMITTEE
In his years on council, Breen has observed that
there are challenges with service coordination
that can lead to citizens experiencing problems
in their time of need. He feels that a "Community
Coordination Committee," led by the Mayor, will
bring community leaders in the social sector
together to better coordinate service delivery.
He adds that “stronger community coordination
means reduced costs of delivering services,
while ensuring that no one falls between the
cracks and doesn't get the services they need.
We have an excellent community and social
sector strengthened by true champions in their
respective area. Our goal should always be to
make it stronger for residents of St. John’s.
Stronger coordination means better services for
people who need them.”
MAYORAL-STUDENT WORKING GROUP
Breen says that focusing on student-specific
issues in the city will give a greater voice to
a large group of individuals who are ready
to start their careers and their families in St.
John’s. "Students are on the cusp of making
major contributions to the economy and
society," he says, "and City Hall needs to
better engage these individuals before they
graduate." In conjunction with the Youth
Advisory Committee, Breen's MayoralStudent Working Group would develop a
Youth Engagement Strategy for the city, so St.
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AMPING UP CITY RELATIONS WITH
ARTS & CULTURE
“As Mayor, I will take a leadership role in
engaging with the arts community to ensure
it continues to highlight the vibrancy of St.
John’s. Aside from contributing to the quality
of life in St. John’s, these sectors contribute to
the economy." He says stronger relationships
between the City and these sectors can boost
their prominence here, and in turn augment
our citizen's experience of our rich well of
local culture. So he intends to forge a "direct
line of communication with individuals and
groups in these sectors, through a biennial
day-long working session.”
CREATING A REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION PLAN

provincial capital.”A new multi-year capital
program would certainly help improve basic
city infrastructure as well, like our potholed
streets, bank-busting snowclearing budgets,
and ever-tended-to water mains. Breen says
he'll personally lead the development of a
new, dedicated infrastructure program. "This
includes negotiating federal funding for a
secondary wastewater treatment plant. Federal
regulations require a major infrastructure
project needed in St. John’s – a wastewater
treatment plant with a $200 million price tag,"
Breen explains. "Another level of government
mandating a project that St. John’s taxpayers
have to pay for requires a mayor to negotiate
a proper funding arrangement with that level
of government. Wastewater improvements
are necessary for our growing city. However,
meeting the mandate imposed by the federal
government means that they have to be our
funding partner too. I will lead negotiations
with the Government of Canada to protect St.
John’s taxpayers.”
CHANGES TO THE
CITY OF ST. JOHN’S ACT

Breen says a better, more coordinated
regional transportation plan would not only
benefit residents, but local businesses too, by
ensuring that St. John's can more easily bring
more people to visit and work ... while helping
to address matters such as climate change,
through more efficient transportation.”
There’s been talk of it for years, and Breen
agrees that municipalities in the northeast
Avalon cooperating with one another, and
forging a better integration of different modes
of transportation, would mean "reduced
headaches, congestion, and costs.”

Breen says The City does not have the authority
it should have to address common issues like
littering, property issues, noise issues, and
other day-to-day matters. This is because
the provincial government has responsibility
for the City of St. John’s Act. Breen wants
St. John's to have more authortiy within city
limits. “Many of the everyday public services
you count on happen at the city level. More
authority and flexibility to address these issues
at the city level means a quicker response from
your municipal level of government. We need
to evolve that partnership [with the province] so
that the city can take on important matters that
people want addressed.”

VISION FOR A CAPITAL PROGRAM
WITH PROVINCIAL AND FEDERAL
GOVERNMENTS

IMPROVING CITY GOVERNANCE

St. John’s is in a unique position of having city
services that also provide those same services
on provincial and regional levels. So why must
the city exclusively bear the costs of running
services that benefit non-St. John's folk? Breen
will negotiate a new multi-year capital program
with the provincial and federal governments.
“St. John’s should have a distinct relationship,
including funding, with the provincial and
federal levels of government," he says. "Our
taxpayers should not be disadvantaged
financially by being a regional hub and
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Breen says “The best governed cities are
the best cities. We need to continue to build
citizen engagement, and be very clear about
what we are trying to accomplish together,
how, by whom, and with what resources.”
He feels that realigning council committees,
and more clearly defining terms of reference
and work plans for each committee, could
ensure that everyone at City Hall understands
the public’s priorities, while allowing the
public to better monitor how council and
committees are doing at managing public
resources and delivering public services.

A Record Breaking
New City Council
BY CHAD PELLEY

People wanted change this election,
and they got it in a record-breaking
capacity. A nearly total shuffle saw only 3
incumbents stay in their former seats, and for
the first time ever, half of council (5 of 11) are women.
To put that last fact in context, in the last 100 years, only 7 women had served on
council: Frances Innis, Shannie Duff, Dorothy Wyatt, Marie White, Wendy Williams,
Debbie Hanlon, and Sheilagh O'Leary. Now there are 5 women on this 1 council. Julia
Salter Earle and Fannie McNeil, the first women to run (unsuccessfully in 1925), are fistpumping in their graves.
One of those women, Hope Jamieson of Ward 2, pulled the only ousting of a ward
incumbent (Jonathan Galgay). A rare feat in this better-the-devil-you-know city. Wally
Collins is the only ward councillor to stay sitting in his former seat (Ward 5).
Two other ward councillors climbed up the ladder to the leadership positions of mayor
(Danny Breen, from Ward 1) and Deputy Mayor (Sheilagh O'Leary, Ward 4). So we're looking
at a fresh council led by experienced, civil leaders. 5 of 11 people are returning in some
capacity, while 5 are fresh blood, and 1, Debbie Hanlon, has been a councillor in the past.
There is also a broader range of ages and background than is the norm, so a broader
representation of the people of St. John's. We have small business owners, corporate
types, farmers, artists, young parents through to retirees, and some very engaged citizens
who contribute much to our city across various disciplines (4 of whom are engaged
enough to have written about pertinent city issues for The Overcast. Shout out to former
contributors Sheilagh O'Leary, Dave Lane, Hope Jamieson, and Maggie Burton).
Such a variety of passions, perspectives, and platforms is very good for
well-formed consensus and solid representation of the electorate. The mayor
agrees, and looks forward to mentoring those new to municipal politics.
But for all the talk of politics leading up to the election, including plenty of
discontent over the outgoing council, only 56.7% of eligible voters submitted a ballot in this
election. Only 38,090 of 67,894 eligible voters cast a vote for mayor. Ward 1 had the strongest
voter engagement at 59.3% of eligible voters, and Ward 4 had the lowest at 49.7%.
Mayor:
Ward 1:
Ward 3:
Ward 5:

Danny Breen
Deputy Mayor: Sheilagh O'Leary
Deanne Stapleton Ward 2: Hope Jamieson
Jamie Korab
Ward 4: Ian Froude
Wally Collins

Councillors at Large:
Maggie Burton, Dave Lane, Sandy Hickman, Debbie Hanlon.
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John's feels like a promising place to remain
in, after post-secondary graduation.
“Students have choices to make – stay and
contribute to St. John’s, or move on and
contribute to other cities," he says. "Having
students build careers, grow families, and
contribute to the city improves the quality of
life for everyone in St. John’s for generations."

Check Out This Month's
Overcast Tilly Tally Box!
The Overcast has launched a new subscription box company, called
Tilly Tally. Every month, subscribers receive 3-5 local products, and
a copy of the new issue of The Overcast, delivered right to their
door, for $35. Visit TillyTally.ca to sign up or read more.

Subscribe
now!
TILLYTALLY
.CA

While The Overcast promotes the products of local
entrepreneurs and artists in its paper, TillyTally
lets you actually sample the things we write about.
From food items to functional crafts, why just read
about local products, when you could be holding
them in your hands? Below is a lowdown on the
local products in October's Tilly Tally Box.

NEWFOUNDLAND TEA CO.

THE JEWISH DELI

ST. JOHN'S BATH BOMBS

ERIN CALLAHAN ST. JOHN

Caramel Latte Tea

Hot and Sour Rhubarb Sauce

Pineapple Crush

Saucy Pots Shot Glass

One of the island's newest local
businesses, Gander's Newfoundland
Tea Company is teeing up some tasty
teas, like "Dulce de Leche," "Orange
Popsicle," and "Caramel Latte"
alongside some more traditional
teas. They offer 28 flavours at the
moment, so you won't run out of
options once you're a devoted fan. As
she promised the CBC in an interview
about her teas, "Once they know what
a real tea leaf tastes like, they don't
want to go back to the Tetley and the
Red Roses." Newfoundlanders are
known as tea drinkers, so it struck
owner-operator Nicole Keats as odd
there's not a lot of companies making
tea here. Like any good entrepreneur,
she filled the niche, and filled it well.
We're enjoying a cup of her Berry
Burst blend as we type this up; the
hibiscus and elderberry notes are
divine. You can place orders through
their Facebook page.

A Farmer's Market favourite, The Jewish
Deli is best known for their famous
smoked meat sandwiches or chicken
schnitzel, but owner Jonathan Richler has
plenty of other surprisingly solid flavour
combos bottled up for sale, like this
rhubarb sauce. We chose this hot and sour
sauce because it does something different
with a classic local fall harvest: rhubarb.
Jewish Deli sources local meats, herbs,
vegetables, and even vinegar to craft their
genuine Jewish deli recipes. Richler was
born and raised in St. John’s, where he is
now the VOCM host of Nightline, but his
family has strong roots in Montreal (he's
the nephew of famed Montreal author
Mordecai Richler!). He worked in food on
The Main for years. Upon moving back
home, he filled our smoked meat and
Jewish Deli needs. Richler recommends
his Hot and Sour Rhubarb sauce on
hamburgers, Ruffles chips, and cheese
plates. The vinegar in the sauce is made
by Farmer's Market mate Wild Mother
Provisions.

Wrapped in our very own pages
(recycling for us; something to read
in the tub for you!), Kayla O'Brien's
St. John's Bath Bombs business
blew up upon her launch last fall. Her
bombs are made from locally sourced
ingredients, and offer a fragrant and
fizzy bath bomb experience with
a handmade touch: O’Brien uses
citric acid and baking soda to give
your bomb an effervescence when
submerged in water. She makes
these herself at home, where her
pitbull Duncan keeps her company.
To return the favour, proceeds from
sales have gone towards legal fees
for Montreal SPCA to battle breedspecific legislation
to ban pitbulls. If you
think this bomb is the
bomb, they're for sale
at Whink on Water
Street, or through
Stjohnsbathbomb.com.

A young and talented local potter is
taking the pretention out of pottery
with her "Saucy Pots Pottery"
business. Funky, functional, and
fun, she has a line of mugs, beer
cups, and shot glasses celebrating
local slang, like "Hard Ticket," "Best
Kind," "Not Fit," and "F*ck B'y." This
line of products was inspired by her
residency on Fogo Island in 2014,
where she says she was "surrounded
by heavy Irish accents and history
... [and] the language caught my
attention. I started transferring the
words I heard onto clay, setting
language in stone." Erin studied
under her aunt, the well-known artist
Isabella St John of Blue Moon Pottery,
before attending the Textiles Studies
Program at The College of the North
Atlantic, then Ceramics at NSCAD in
Halifax. You can meet her and browse
her goods while she works, at The
Plantation in Quidi Vidi.
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Possessing
Psilocybin
Magic
Mushrooms
and the Law
BY DAVID KEATING

The countdown to the 2018
legalization of marijuana is on
and, as of September 8th, the
provincial government in Ontario
has begun to float its ideas for
distribution, pricing, and control.

a case involving mushrooms. “That’s a pretty
unusual occurrence, to have anything to do
with mushrooms show up in a court process,”
says Gruchy.
Like descending steps in a staircase, the
maximum penalties for drug possession are
classified in "Schedules," with Schedule One
being the most severe ("one" written as "I"
in roman numerals). The drugs of Schedule
One are opioids and narcotics, those that are
typically thought of as "hard drugs," including
MDMA and extasy. Seven years imprisonment
is the maximum sentence. ScheduleTwo, the
"soft drugs" of marijuana and its derivatives,
carry a maximum jail term of five years.
Then we come to Schedule Three, which
encompasses hallucinogens, including LSD,
mushrooms, and mescaline.“With respect to
Schedule Three, it’s an indictable offence not
exceeding three years,” says Gruchy. “Just
to give you some context, that would be the
most severe approach. You don’t generally
ever see maximum sentences imposed for
anything in the Criminal Code.”

Nationwide, marijuana users are about to
come out of the shadows and give up their
status as outlaws and criminals. Pot is going
mainstream, with heady promises of
Given that the law classifies "Schedule
exotic cannabis varieties, food
Three" mushrooms as less severe
pairings, and trendy menus of
than "Schedule Two" marijuana,
According to the
edibles.
why not legalize mushrooms
law, smoking
along with pot? Considering
marijuana is worse
Assuming the Trudeau
the legal categories, Gruchy
than doing magic
government stays on track
weighed hallucinogens’ strange
mushrooms.
with its plans for marijuana
place outside either the "hard"
legalization, will the door now be
or "soft" drug classifications.
opened for the societal acceptance
“When we talk about hallucinogens
of other drugs?
in particular, hallucinogens have always
sort of floated around those two categories,”
Consider the 'shroom. Contrasted with the
says Gruchy.“My personal view of it is that they
were illegalized because of, and they’re viewed
international trend towards the legalization of
the way they are, because of their potentially
pot, magic mushrooms appear to be moving
traumatic effect on people. And I suppose
in the opposite direction.
that the so-called 'bad trip’ experience would
be very disturbing for someone to observe
Until 2008, varieties of mushroom were sold in
or experience. These substances in and of
Amsterdam and throughout the Netherlands
themselves however, as I understand it, are not
legally. In Japan, where marijuana possession
as toxic as things like the classic hard drugs,
is a serious offense that warrants jail time,
say, cocaine, opiates, and so on.”
magic mushrooms were legal to buy from
stalls on the street until 2002.
In Newfoundland and Labrador,
cases involving magic
mushrooms are not
exactly clogging up
the justice system.
Mark Gruchy, a
lawyer with Gittens
and Associates,
says that in his 10 years of
practising law, he has yet to oversee
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Even issues of cultivation could become tricky
where mushrooms are involved. “Then you get
into their really weird questions, legally,” says
Gruchy. “Someone could have their property
spontaneously producing these psilocybinactive mushrooms. And they could
know they’re there. So are
we under a duty
to destroy these
things when they
are present on our

NOVEMBER 1
HOLY HEART THEATRE

property, just sitting in nature?” Gruchy sees one
possible route to making a legal case for magic
mushrooms maintaining an outlaw status, “Some
mushrooms are some of the most poisonous
things on earth and can kill you very quickly, or
slowly, in a very painful way. And that would
probably be a more compelling argument to
continue to regulate the sale of these sorts of
mushroom in a clandestine fashion.”
For Justin Trudeau’s Liberal government,
their position on the status of all other drugs

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE
BOX OFFICE, BY PHONE AT
7099 57994424 AND ONLINE
AT SONICCONCERTS.COM

has been clear: Despite championing pot’s
legalization, discussions surrounding all other
drugs are a non-starter. However, Jagmeet
Singh, the current standout candidate in
the federal NDP leadership race, has stated
in his campaign platform that he wants to
decriminalize all simple possession. Should
Singh win the NDP leadership, and in the
wake of marijuana’s newfound legal status,
the 2018 debate around all illegal drugs –
hard, soft, and otherwise – may gain even
more oxygen on the national stage.
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Here’s a round up some of the freaky
fun stuff going on in St. John’s this
Halloween. For a fuller list of all the
Halloween happenings in town this
October, check out our online add-yourown events page throughout October.
PUMPKINFEST 2017
No need to wait for the end of the month
to get in the Halloween spirit. Lester’s
Farm is hosting Pumkinfest, a full day
of farm-themed Halloween activities on
Saturday October 14th (with possible rain
dates on the 15th, 21st, and 22nd).
There’ll be pie-eating and wormdigging contests for kids, and
a hot pepper eating contest
for grown ups, as well as
wagon rides, a bouncy
castle, and lots more.

YUNG DUMB HALLOWEEN BASH
YUNG DUMB’s annual Halloween Bash
is happening in Eastern Edge Gallery and
The Space on Harbour Drive on October
28th. Party-goers can choose to chill out
in the Gallery’s lounge atmosphere, or
move into the party zone in The Space
and dance ‘til they drop. Two out of town
DJs, GINGY (Clone/Turbo – Toronto) and
NAUTILUSS (Ghostly/Hemlock – Toronto)
are headlining, alongside a slew of local
favourites.
HAUNTED HOWL
The whole family is invited to MUN
Botanical Gardens’ Haunted Howl events
on October 28th and 29th. There’ll be
creepy crawly crafts, a spooky storytime,
and special Halloween hikes through the
Botanical Gardens’ sprawling grounds.
The Gardens’ education staff will teach
kids about bats, owls, crows,
spiders, and even witches'
brooms. Throw your fall
jacket on over your
costume and have a
ghoulish time at the
Gardens.

International
Food & Craft Expo
Celebrating and Promoting Cultural Diversity
and Business Development in Newfoundland and Labrador

CBS
INTERNATIONAL
FOOD & CRAFT FAIR

ST. JOHN’S
INTERNATIONAL
FOOD & CRAFT FAIR

PARADISE
INTERNATIONAL
FOOD FEST

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15
10 am - 5 pm
Royal Canadian Legion
in Kelligrews

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 12
10 am - 5 pm
Holiday Inn (Salon F)

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 19
10 am - 4 pm
Rotary Paradise Youth
and Community Centre

Featuring local
and immigrant
food, craft vendors
and entertainment.

Featuring local and
immigrant food and
craft vendors.

Featuring local and immigrant
food vendors. Also spicy food
eating competition, chefs corner,
and entertainment.

ADMISSION FOR ALL EVENTS: $3 OR BY DONATION

For more information: (709) 722-8103 • zharuna@warp.nfld.net • arhyel.ca/IFCE
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THE ENTHUSIAST!
Getting a Grip on Rock Climbing
BY LAUREN POWER

“Climbing has one of the most balanced
sets of physical, technical, and mental
challenges amongst all sports,” says
Joel Harvie, rockclimbing enthusiast.
Harvie’s job at Wallnuts (57 Old
Pennywell Road) involves engaging
newer climbers and people who don’t
really know what climbing is.
If you’re looking for a new obsession, you might find a new one in climbing. “Many of us
daydream and obsess over completing our undone climbing test-pieces, spend all of our money
travelling to famous rock faces while living out of a small tent for weeks, or sacrifice one
career for another that accommodates going out climbing as often as possible,” says Harvie.
“Developing your skills as a climber allows you to constantly apply those skills and adapt them
to new climbs, preserving the process of problem solving, and forcing you to use your mind and
body for new movements each time you lace up your climbing shoes,” he says.
You don’t need anything to get started. The iron lats and deltoids of steel come later.
“People of all fitness levels can start climbing,” says Harvie. “There are variety of easy
climbs set in the gym -- three-year-olds manage to scale full routes,
and people rehabilitating after injuries have a good selection of
low stress climbs. We try to make our facility and the sport
accessible to everyone.”
So, what are the first steps to your new vertical fixation? “I would
recommend going indoors first,” says Harvie. “The intro package
at Wallnuts includes all the gear you will need … The staff at the
climbing gym are knowledgeable about all the equipment you’ll
be using.” According to Harvie, the intro safety system is easier to
operate than a microwave oven.
For those with little-to-no experience who are interested in trying out climbing, Wallnuts’
“Learn to Climb” package has all that you’ll need. “The package includes an introductory lesson
that takes about 30-45 minutes,” says Harvie. “The lesson covers the basic safety system
needed to use the facility. It also includes an 11-day membership with all of the equipment
included. This all costs $42 after taxes, which is a pretty sweet deal if you make the most of
that 11-day membership.”
As with most hobbies, one of the greatest benefits is the community that’s attached to it. “We
have a very strong community of climbers, which is always growing,” says Harvie. “Climbing
is very social … most people walking in off the street and trying the sport make friends very
quickly.” The friendly atmosphere is boosted by the regular members events and competitions.
“The gym also hosts team climbing leagues every fall and winter, grouping together climbers of
all skill levels and encouraging the experienced to take the less experienced members of their
team under their wings.”
When it comes to enthusiasm for their hobby, it’s hard to top climbers. “The never ending
catalogue of climbs to choose from, and the many different styles of climbing for individuals
to specialize in, allow us to happily live a liberating second life of vertical aspirations and
adventure,” says Harvie.“It is easy to get started, and with little commitment, anyone can
embark on their own climbing pilgrimage.”

MISCELLANY
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Get Yer Freak On
3 Halloweeny
Things to Do This
October

What's Going on in the World?
1 UK

DNA Altered
in Human Embryo for
the First Time
A team of scientists at
UK’s Francis Crick Institute
are elbow-deep in better
understanding the mysteries
of how we grow from a

fertilised egg into a living,
walking, air-breathing human
being. A better understanding
of this mystifying
metamorphosis would be
a huge breakthrough for
science and help lower
miscarriages, enhance invitro fertilisation, and most
impressively, the team has
turned off a gene! The best

way to see what a stretch of
DNA, or a specific gene does,
is turn it off and see what
happens. It is the first steps of
a fertilized egg's development
we understand the least, so
these scientists modified
embryos and allowed them
to develop for a week and
see what happened. To do
so, they used a gene-editing

2

many questions
about infertility,
because only 50%
of fertilized eggs reach the
blastocyst stage, and only
25% of those successfully
implant into the womb.
Better understanding OCT4
will likely amount to better
understanding of why those
stats are so grim.

3 South
America

39-Minute Zip:
Hyperloop Eyes
Toronto-Montreal
Corridor

MISCELLANY

in the first
week, and starts
to differentiate into a
“blastocyst,” that finds its
way to the endometrium of
the uterine wall, and if lucky,
implants there fully. So, what
happened to blastocysts with
OCT4 disabled? They didn’t
form; they imploded. This
research should help answer

1

2 Canada

We’ve all seen a futuristic
movie, where humancarrying capsules are
shuttled through vacuum
tubes, faster than any
car has ever gone. Zoom
zip, and you’re there. It’s
basically here now. It’s
called Hyperloop. The
concept was introduced and
popularized by the Canadian
visionary Elon Musk in 2013.
Hyperloop aims to provide a
cheaper, more efficient, and
more sustainable alternative
to existing means of
transportation. The end goal
is to have Hyperloop pods
go from Point A to Point B at
roughly 1100 kilometers per
hour, and it’s official that the
Toronto-Montreal corridor
is one of the strongest
candidates in the world for
a hyperloop system. The
route is the only Canadian
candidate on a list of 10
entries that were

tool call Crispr-Cas9 to scan
an inconceivable stretch
of genetic code to find a
specific section, known as
“OCT4,” which plays a vital
role in keeping embryonic
development on track. They
disabled OCT4. Normally,
under the marching order of
OCT4, an embryo develops
from 1 cell into about 200

Big Brazilian
Business
Tied to Corruption
in a Dozen
Countries

3

chosen from
hundreds of
applications
submitted to
Hyperloop One
during an
international
competition.
The United States had
the most success with 4
entries being considered,
followed by 2 in India and
the UK. All 10 submissions
will now be evaluated
for their commercial
viability. Applicants had
to demonstrate how their
Hyperloop route could
alleviate transportation
issues in their region. Right
now it takes 5 hours to get
from Toronto to Montreal (on
land); Hyperloop would get

you there in just 39 minutes.
Hyperloop One has stated
they intend to implement 3
of these top 10 applications
by 2021. Canada’s successful
application was submitted by
Toronto’s startup company,
TransPod, who are already
in talks with the federal
government to make sure
all safety regulations
are in place for when the
technology is set to sail. Or
rail, rather.

In one of the most
widespread instances of
corruption in modern times,
a Brazilian construction giant
named Odebrecht has bribed
top political brass in more than
a dozen countries, by funding their
political campaigns, and advancing the careers of
those who took corporate bribes to push through high profile construction jobs like
hydroelectric dams, the metro system in Carcas, venues for things like the 2016 Olympics,
the infrastructure of the 2014 World Cup, various gas pipelines, and more. Odebrecht has
admitted to bribing influential people not only in most Latin American countries, but even
certain African countries, like Mozambique and Angola. In their home country of Brazil,
nearly a third of government ministers have been investigated, as well as president Temer’s
chief of staff. Temer is facing charges himself, but is crying innocence and has vowed to fire
anyone found guilty. Venezuela’s chief prosecutor Luisa Ortega fled the country, upon being
fired, and claims Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro is implicated in the scandal. In nearby
Columbia, a former vice-minister for transport and a former senator have been charged.
In Peru, two ex-presidents are under investigation. Ollanta Humala is currently in pre-trial
detention. His predessor, Alejandro Toledo, is on the run, accused of taking $20m in bribes.
For this reason, Ecuador has banned Vice-President Jorge Glas from leaving the country; he’s
under investigation. Panama has charged 17 people. The list goes on ... Antigua, Dominican
Republic, Mexico, Chile, Gutemala. Former Odebrech CEO, Marcelo Odebrecht, has started
his 19-year jail term. In total, more than 70 Odebrecht executives were jailed, but took plea
deals to provide information in exchange for more lenient sentences.
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Oct Cross

Star
Gazing

1

townie

2

3

4

Cross

word

OCTOBER Horoscopes
ARIES A darker spin on your fiery
ways, mismatched with an emphasis
on harmony that feels wishy washy to
warriors. No real trouble on the horizon
though, don't sweat it.

5

DOWN
1. This downtown company is blooming off the 		
island: you will soon find their seeds for sale in 		
every Sobeys and Foodland location in
Atlantic Canada.
2. Local web-footed, drooling beast? (2 words)
3. Prior to Lorraine Michaels officially becoming
interim leader of the NL NDP, the rumour mill 		
served up this person's name.
4. What local farm is synonymous with savoury?
6. A downtown restaurant named after its
lottery-winning owner's lucky number,
the ? Ticket.

6

7

TAURUS Emotions are very much linked
to the world of the senses for you. Sweet
times for inner progress balanced with
enjoyment of art, nature, and friends.

ACROSS
5. A Brookfield Road go to for buying a pumpkin 		
this month (two words).
7. Name of the newest outdoor (if in a tent) festival
that hosted bands like Sloan, July Talk, and
Burton Cummings this September.
8. Local author Joel Thomas ? has been nominated
for Canada's esteemed $100,000 Giller Prize
for his latest novel.

8

GEMINI It's gettin' kinda hectic. Remain
aware. Your ability to maintain an
open mind, question, understand, and
communicate will serve you well.
CANCER There's joy to be found
redecorating the crib this month. Maybe
setting up a home art studio. Passionately
create beauty.
LEO Don't confuse dignity with rank.
Healing is found in humble places. Be
decisive but in no way forceful this month.

Across

Down

5. A Brookfield Road go to for buying a pumpkin this
month (two words).

VIRGO Before she was sanitized in the
Victorian age, Virgo was not a virgin but a
fertile figure of plenty. Reclaim your majesty.

1. This downtown company is blooming off the island: you
will soon find their seeds for sale in every Sobeys and
BY CHAD
PELLEY
Foodland location in Atlantic
Canada.

7. Name of the newest outdoor (if in a tent) festival that
hosted bands like Sloan, July Talk, and Burton Cummings
2. Local web-footed, drooling beast? (2 words)
this September.
Prior to 1902, St. John’s was run by five ward 3.
councilors
two members
appointed
According toand
immediate
post-McCurdy
resignation by the Government
8. Local author Joel Thomas ? has been nominated for
rumours, she will be the future leader of the NL NDP.
of Newfoundland (with the exception of 1898-1902,
when The City was run by government by commission).
Canada's esteemed $100,000 Giller Prize for his latest
4. What local farm is synonymous with savoury?
novel.
restaurant
named afterIt its
lottery-winning
Some legislation was passed in 1902 to alter the structure6.ofASt.downtown
John’s municipal
government.
would
now be run by six councilors at
owner's lucky number, the ? Ticket.

SCORPIO How many months do I tell
you to focus on the good stuff? Probably
enough that it becomes annoying, but it's
important advice for Scorps.
SAGITTARIUS Libra vibes support
diplomacy, Scorpio's cosmic tides pull
your curious nature inward. An odd,
fruitful month.
CAPRICORN Half your friends are
emotional wrecks, half are being total
flakes. Or is that your shadow sides you're
seeing projected?
AQUARIUS Radical thought + protest
art = good use of your time. Your utopian
visions are valid and necessary.
PISCES Measured and deliberate actions
yield visible results of change. Prune
to promote healthy new growth. Set
boundaries.

large, and one mayor, to be elected by those living in the city who paid property taxes. The first mayor elected to the council chamber throne
was George Shea. Shea was born in St. John’s (not everyone was in these pre-confederate days of proto-St. John’s). Shea was educated
between town and Ampleforth College in England. Shea’s uncle Ambrose became the governor of the Bahamas in the late 1880s! Ambrose’s
taking of that position is what gave George a leg up in the family business, Shea and Company. Shea and Company was a shipping agent for
Allan Line Royal Mail Steamers and the Ross Steamship Line – George took over as managing Partner in Ambrose’s absence. It was this
business experience that later landed him a gig at the North British Mercantile Insurance Company and as a member of the Newfoundland
Board of Revenue, and made him kind of a big deal. The family business wasn’t the only professional ambition of the Shea family: Both
father and son took a run at political careers, much like ol' Uncle Ambrose. George ran for the Ferryland seat in the Newfoundland Assembly
as a Liberal in 1885. He got into the seat his father had once filled, and served a few terms before becoming minister without portfolio in
the government of Sir James Winter. He walked away from provincial politics in 1900, briefly. In 1902, after many prominent citizens of St.
John’s twisted his arm to do so, he ran for mayor of St. John’s. His strong background in politics and business helped him beat Thomas
White (whom the influential railway owner Robert Reid was backing). During his term, history states he improved the city’s water system,
and helped bring the city's finances under control (the city had been operating on a deficit for a decade). Despite those efforts, he lost to
a well-liked labour lawyer, Michael Gibbs, in 1906. Sidenote: Gibbs created King's Counsel in 1911, and was the editor of the Terra Nova
Advocate in the 1890s. It was no skin off Shea’s back though, he re-entered provincial politics as the Liberal representative for the district
of St. John's East (1904-1913), and once again served as minister without portfolio, this time in the government of Sir Robert Bond from
1904 to 1909. It is said that Shea’s support of Sir Richard Squires got him elected as Premier in 1919. Come 1920, Shea was appointed to
the Legislative council and served stints as acting Premier when Squires was off the island. Fun fact, our first mayor’s second wife (Margaret
Rendell), was the first Newfoundlander to become a trained nurse graduate of the esteemed Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore. During
Shea’s reign as mayor, he appointed the first medical health officer for St. John's, Dr. Robert Brehm, whom much has been written about.

ACROSS: 5 - Lester's Farm 7 - Iceberg Alley 8 - Hynes DOWN: 1 - Gaze 2 - Newfoundland Dog 3 - Gerry Rogers 4 - Mt. Scio 6 - Fifth
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LIBRA It's hard work being a Libra
when Scorpio energy abounds. Fear not
your own depths, there's gold there. Pay
attention to the moon.

Who Was St. John’s First Mayor?

2016 Canadian Comedy Award Winner - Best Live Production
A Show For All Genders… 19+ ONLY!


A Male Stripper Parody & Improv Comedy Show



fall




  


WARNING: NO extreme nu
dity, JUST extreme hilari
ty!

SHOWTIME: 7:30 pm
Oct. 25 - Corner Brook Arts & Culture Centre : 709 637 2580
Oct. 26 - Grand Falls - Windsor Arts & Culture Centre: 709 292 4518
Oct. 27 - Gander Arts & Culture Centre : 709 256 1081
Oct. 28 - St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre : 709 729 3900

The Colony of Unrequited Dreams
Based on the novel by Wayne Johnston

Adapted by
Robert Chafe

st. John’s
Oct 14 & 15

Directed by
Jillian Keiley

Showtime
8:00pm
Tickets

$35 each
$25 each as part
of the ACC Fall
Theatre Series

(Save $10 per ticket
when you also by a
ticket to Tartuffe)

TICKETS
$35 EACH
$33 SENIORS
$31 STUDENTS
$21 CHILDREN 12
AND UNDER
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
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2017-18

RCA THEATRE
HALL PASS

4 SHOWS
$100

PLUS 4 DRINKS
& OTHER PERKS!

CALL 753.4531 OR VISIT RCA.NF.CA
TO RESERVE YOUR PASS (QTY LIMITED)
LSPU HALL, 3 VICTORIA STREET
@RCAATLSPUHALL

NOV 9-11, 14-18, 2017 8PM
NOV 12 & 19, 2017 2PM

JANUARY 25-27, 2018 8PM
JANUARY 27, 2018 2PM

BY EDWARD RICHE
DIRECTED BY CHARLIE TOMLINSON
FEATURING DAVID LEY, ALLISON
KELLY, AND EDMUND STAPLETON
PRESENTED BY RCA THEATRE
COMPANY IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
THE ARTS AND CULTURE CENTRES

CREATED AND PERFORMED BY
ADAM FRANCIS PROULX
DRAMATURGICAL ASSISTANCE BY
BYRON LAVIOLETTE
ORIGINAL MUSIC BY ROB DENTON
PRODUCED BY THE PUCKING FUPPET
CO. PRESENTED BY RESOURCE
CENTRE FOR THE ARTS

When Field Marshall Haig comes to
St. John’s to dedicate the National
War Memorial in 1924, he is obliged
to submit to an interview with a local
journalist, sparking a fierce debate
about the horrors of the past and
hopes for the future.
Dedication will tour the Provincial
Arts and Culture Centres
November 22-December 1.

A single puppeteer, Adam Francis
Proulx, transforms one puppet into
the twelve members of the jury.
These are the characters who must
decide the Butcher’s fate in this
courtroom drama/puppet show/
mystery/comedy/one-man show.

Visit artsandculturecentre.com
for more details.

FEBRUARY 22-24, 2018 8PM
FEBRUARY 24, 2018 2PM

MARCH 22-24, 2018 8PM
MARCH 24, 2018 2PM

WRITTEN AND PERFORMED BY
CHLOE PAYNE
DIRECTED BY HARMONIE TOWER
DRAMATURGY BY LIAM KARRY AND
TOM MCGEE SOUND DESIGN/MUSIC
COMPOSED BY ADRIAN SHEPHERDGAWINSKI PRESENTED BY RESOURCE
CENTRE FOR THE ARTS

DIRECTED BY ANDREW TREMBLETT
PRODUCED BY HALFHANDSOME
PRESENTED BY RESOURCE CENTRE
FOR THE ARTS

Ridiculously epic and epically
ridiculous, Fake Nerd Girl is the story
of one girl’s rise to superhero stardom
in the face of unrelenting internet
trolls. Cheer as she lays waste to alien
invaders, applaud as she outwits the
undead dragon, and rejoice as she
battles the ultimate internet overlord.
Fake Nerd Girl is feminist geekery
at its finest: hilarious, awkward and
totally kick ass.

Almost Baymous is a sketch comedy
show written and performed by a
group of artistic good-for-nothing
millennials. It’s intelligent, risqué,
sexually charged, and of course, full
of heart. Join us for a night of original
sketches, comedic songs, and
characters that remind you of your
greasy Uncle.

